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ANNUAL REPORT

OK THE

ONTARIO BEE-KEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION

1898.

To the Honorable, the Minister of Agriculture :

Dear Sir,—I have the honor to submit herewith the nineteenth Annual Report of 
the Ontario Bee-Keepers’ Association, in which will be found the papers read at the 
Annual Meeting held in the city of Guelph, and a full report of the discussions thereon. 
The report of the Inspector of Apiaries and also the audited statement of the finances of 
the Association are submitted.

Yours truly,

W. COUSE,
Secretary.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT.

Abstract statement of receipts and expenditures 
to December 7th, 1898 :

of Ontario Bee-keepers’ Association

EXFXNMTI'BK.

“ Western .?air.....;..................
“ Central C anada Fair................

Periodicals to members..........................
Secretary’s Salary...................................

BisSsSss
and allowance for board attending an

Recbipts. 8160 00 
25 60 
10 00 
10 00 
76 70 
50 00 
25 00 
64 00

Balance from last year............
Membership fees.......................
Affiliated Societies fees. .......
Legislative grant .......•••••
Rebate on stenographic report. 
From sale on books.................

1705 43
151 80

rial meeting....
Executive, revising
P^rposuTand stationery ... 
Auditors’ expenses..............................
Miscellaneous... . -..........................

and other committee 37 76 
42 58

4 00
2 00

658 86 
46 60

Balance on hand
*706 43

the accounts and vouchers as per

R H. Smith,
J. Alpauoh.

We, the undersigned auditors, have examined 
above account, and report all correct.

Guelph, December 7th, 1898.
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ANNUAL MEETING.

The nineteenth annual meeting of the Ontario Bee-keepers' Association was held in 
the Council Chamber in the city of Guelph, on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, 
December 6th, 7th and 8th, 1898.

The President, Mr. M. B. Holmrs, called the meeting to order at 2 p.m.
The Secretary, Mr. William Oousr, read the minutes of the last annual meeting' 

which, on motion of Mr. W. J. Brown, seconded by Mr. A. Pickett, were adopted.
,tion

60 00
25 60 
10 00 
10 00 
76 70 
50 00
26 00 
64 00

THE PRESIDENTS ADDRESS.

Br M. B. Holmrs, Athrns.

It gives me a very great amount of pleasure to meet the bee-keepers of this the 
banner province of the Dominion of Uanada on this occasion. There is a pleasure in 
meeting because of the very favorable season through which we have just passed, the 
honey harvest generally throughout the Province having been a good one. Some localities, 
however, report only a very low average yield of honey. Again there is pleasure in 
meeting because of the very excellent programme which we are able to place before you. 
Masters in apiculture from the north and south, from the east and west, and from the 
republic to the south of us, are to give us the full benefit of the advantage gained by 
years of study and research. Honorable gentlemen in high positions of trust in the 
government of this fair country are expected to speak to us. Truly this is a bill of fare 
which cannot fail to satisfy and please the most fastidious, and I presume the question 
arises: How can we do justice to this “feast of reason and flow of soul” in the short 
space of three days, the time allotted for our convention in this city 1

The location contributes largely towards making the present meeting a pleasurable 
one. Guelph, the “ Royal City," with its beautiful surroundings and its agricultural 
college with its most competent staff of professors and teachers, where every branch of 
agriculture and domestic science and economy is so thoroughly conducted and the prin
ciples so well inculcated (each under its own separate and distinct head) that even those 
who might be disposed to criticise are unable to do so. These, and other considerations to 
which reference might be made, certainly go a long way toward making our visit to this 
city a pleasure.

Our Association is moving along nicely, and it is certainly most gratifying to know 
that the work of disseminating useful knowledge among our members, while at the same 
time theif personal interests are being served, is being so well accomplished. However, 
as there is an ever widening field before us, the methods at present employed will doubt
less be changed and improved as time and circumstances may require, and as " England 
expects every man to do his duty,” so in like manner let every member of this Associa
tion stand by the colors, and speak well and only well of the organization which has done 
so much for the bee-keepers of this country, and in this way help to swell our present 
membership by the addition of the names of hundreds of bee-keepers who have not as yet

151 80
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realized the true import of a 
tion of a lecturer at Farmers' us. In this connection the recommenda-

mrnmWEmBM
The Inspector of Apiaries has, so far as I have been able to learn, attended to the 

work in connection with his department in a manner which has been quite satisfactory to 
all concerned. His report will, however, be submitted for your consideration and

cheese commenced to decline, the dairymen did not for a moment entertain the thought 
of giving up the business. On the contrary, they decided to keep a larger number 
cows and to introduce new systems of feeding with a view to increasing the yield of 
mdk per cow, and the result with the “up to date” dairyman is that the average 
yield of milk per cow has been doubled, and in many instances more than doubled, 
ihey did not give up because of low prices, and may we not profit by a study of their 
movements? hollowing their example we will keep a greater number of colonies of 
the very best bees that money can buy, sparing no pains or expense to improve and 
make the most of the bee pasturage in our various localities ; and thus, keeping pace 
and co operating with the dairymen, we will do our part in making this fair Canada what 
it was originally intended to be—“ A land flowing with milk and honey.”

SPRING MANAGEMENT.

By H. B. Sibbald, Oooksvillb.

The subject assigned to me is spring management. Perhaps the first consideration 
for those of us who winter our bees in the cellar is, when to set them out. I would say 
as early as possible after the middle of March. A few years ago, a month later was con
sidered right. But, from experience, I believe better results follow earlier setting out 
We save a few colonies that might not have stores to last until the middle of April- 
some that are affected with dysentery, and any that are restless-by giving them an 
earlier fly and earlier attention

Next comes how to set them out. Each hive ought to be placed on the stand it 
occupied the previous summer, for the following reasons : They remember their old loca
tion, and will return to it if placed on any other stand, thus mixing up with other 
colonies, causing discontent, swarming out, queen-balling and general disorder and loss. 
For four seasons I have practiced placing them on their own stands, and have not had 
any of the above mentioned troubles. Nor have I lost a single queen in the spring 
Four years ago I felt a curiosity to know how my bees had wintered, and also wished to 
have their company in the yard. It was a fine sunny day in March. So I accordingly 
entered the cellar and carried the first hive out, placing it on a nice dry stand in the 
centre of the yard. They soon commenced to fly out, and I watched them with interest 
and pleasure, as they flew so strong and healthy. But I soon noticed quite a cluster on 
the front of a corner stand, and I began to wonder what caused them to gather there. 
T“°“ * remembered that this was the last hive carried in, and so belonged to this very 
stand. To further experiment I brought out the next hive and set it on the corner 
stand. When the bees had gathered they at once entered, but did not seem satisfied, but
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BEE KEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION.

scratched, so that they at once move the honey, feeding their brood more generously. 
This will stimulate and encourage the queen so that she at once deposits eggs in the 
cells as they are thus emptied, making ten combs of solid brood and the hives ready for 
supers. By this plan the old honey and dark fruit-bloom honey is actually traded off 
for brood, and the first extracting is all new, white, marketable honey.

Of the work in the honey-house and work shop I need not take your time any 
more than to say if one has a large number of colonies to manage, or other work to 
attend to through the busy season, have all the preparatory work done you can, such 
as new hives ready, supers cleaned up, barrels and tins washed, extractor, bee- 
smoker and all other appliances in readiness for the rush of the busy

Mr. R. F. Holtermann, Brantford : I happen to have seen a good deal of the comb 
honey which Mr. Sibbald has produced ; I have seen it time and again on the Toronto mar
ket, and I must confess that from that standpoint I received an exceedingly good impres
sion of Mr. Sibbald's ability as a beekeeper. I have never seen anything, and I have seen 
it dozens of times on the Toronto market, which would not be a credit to any beekeeper. 
And I wish to say that particularly because I think, coming from this standpoint, that it 
always adds to the value of the paper. I know that Mr. Sibbald is modest, but I would 
like to emphasize that point. In his management there are many points which are valu- 
able—but one in particular which I believe would bear discussion, and that is the convert
ing the honey which comes in early in the spring, and is dark and inferior, into bees, 
that is a point in successful management. There are so many who will not do that, and 
the result is not alone that they do not get the bees for that honey, but that honey is taken 
up in the upper stories of the hive where, for comb or extracted honey, it deteriorates the 
value. I would like to ask Mr. Sibbald a question, whether under all circumstances, he 
advocates the clipping of queens’ wings 1

Mr. Sibbald : I do ; before the swarming

Mr. F. A. Gemmbll, Stratford : Did I understand Mr. Sibbald to say that it was 
necessary to put them on five frames wintering in the cellar Î
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siMr. Sibbald : That is what I try to do.
Mr. Gemmbll : Do you not think that for wintering in the cellar they would be just 

as good on eight or ten frames 1 J
Mr. Sibbald : No, I do not think so.
Mr. Holtermann : For all 

advocate the clipping of wings 1
Mr. Sibbald : I have not considered it from any other standpoint than my own.
Mr. Hbisb : What injury would come from clipping under any conditions i

. Holtermann : Of course the clipping of queens’ wings certainly comes under 
spring management. You know there is a diversity of opinion about the matter. I will 
tell you the conditions under which I do not like to see queens’ wings clipped. If the bee
keeper is not at hand always to catch the queen when she issues from the hive, then she 
is very likely to be lost, when many a swarm would not lose the queen if her wings 
clipped and the beekeeper were there within a few minutes to get the swarm.

I think in the matter of clipping queens’ wings everybody has to use 
his own judgment. Mr. Sibbald advocates the clipping of queens’ wings, so do I, and I 
guess if a majority of hands were shown here they would favor it. You have to use your 
own judgment. I would like to hear what Mr. Hall has to fay about bees going into the 
cellar on five frames instead of ten.

men keeping bees, under different conditions, would you

i

]

were

Mr. Gemmbll :

Mr. J. B. Hall, Woodstock : If they are on five frames in the apiary I prefer to put 
them in the cellar on five frames ; if they are on sixteen frames in the apiary I prefer put
ting them there on sixteen frames. I prefer doing things with the least labor. As I told 
you before, I was born tired.
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have found tha. the bees superseded the rlinnld^1 <luee'18 8068 it la not favorable. I 
almost as a rule. In thoae cohn ea iuto whîh rf TT* they were years old, 
had been safely introdu^theTwouH^rmthe^^ cl'PP«d queens, and knew the^ 
queen would be an unclipped one. I know thatïo^wnVh h? y6ar 8t least’ and the 

i be just 8“d ,wae Kaaranteed to tew year old then 8 ye8r a«° thie 8Pri=g,
the hive considerably to have them supersede , peraede” thus summer, and it disturbs 
trouble whatever with abscondingTwarm^'tl?66"' ,,The“ ^am, I have had no 
around the yard I have not found any colony to «t C0M‘derable number of small trees 
seemed to me to be less trouble to take^are of the.! W??at fir8t hghting, and it 
queens. So that so far, from the experience I 10 W8tch thn clipH
clipping of queens. Otherwise the paper mv friend*? hhd’ 1 5“ not ln favor of the 
«■ting to me. There are many pointait I îhSwn?!?8, “ Certain,y very inter 
them, and read his paper again when it mm* • ( no*6' *“d I shall think ofhad no remarks about that T.Ü1touch There «■ one thing he
the hive in the spring. I presume he is^careM to * re“ova} of. drone comb from
left, but he made no remark as to that On In f 866 *bere *8 little drone comb any drone comb there is with g^ Smb “ °V6r the ^lonies I try to replace
much as possible, because I fully believe that the r i WBy down the drones asswarming. One season when I ca«K em0S °? * °f dr0nea etimalate8
swarms at all, and yet my younc friend he? T? d °?mb,1 wae no“ troubled with
more instruction on bee-keeping8than I have ba/mv?!# ' *? had more experience and 
his paper too closely. I appreciate it very much. 7 *- 80 1 wtmld n°t like to criticise
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Ire of bees from the top until the fruit blossoms. You may do some good, but you will 
• great deal of harm. You will come into clipping. I was laughed at twenty years 

ago for clipping ; I stood that laughing. Clipping their wings keeps them at home, and 
they cannot get ofl whenever they choose. My advice is keep on clipping.

Mr. Gemmell : I do not think it is fair to say that clipped queens are superseded 
any sooner than any other. Take your young queens, and clip them and put them right 
back in the hive again, and then see. We all know that if you buy a queen from any part 
of the country, and introduce her into the hive, she does not live as one who is born in 
the hive. Queens should be caged in the hive a day or two before they are sent away.

Mr. Holtermann : I would not like to be understood that I think the clipping of the 
queen would result in superseding. I believe a great many think that queens are not 
superseded when they are ; when they clip them they know it, and when they do not clip 
them they do not know it. I would not like to lay down a universal rule for clipping. 
Where a person has four or five swarms they can keep their eye on those swarms to a certain 
extent, and nearly always will catch a swarm, when, if they are clipped, and the queen 
comes out and she is lost or goes back, they will destroy the queen; and then that bee-keeper 
rests under what is false security, for he thinks he will be able to get hie swarm, when as 
a matter of fact the young queen is going to go out. I would like to ask Mr. Boomer, do 
you set out your swarms a few at a time or all at one time 1

Mr. Boomer : I set out some 30 one day and the same number the next day. I set 
them all out at one time, in the morning.

Mr. Holtermann : I set out my bees not all at one time, and I try to set them out 
when they are not going to fly immediately, and I think that makes a great difference. 
If you set out your bees all at one time, the result is they do not locate themselves, and 
in this question of bee-keeping we want to get at the bottom of the business, and we will 
find our differences are not as great as we imagine.

Mr. J. D. Evans, Islington : When bees swarm, and the bee-keeper is not there and 
the queen gets lost or destroyed, how does the keeper prevent the first hatched queen from 
going away with the swarm before she is old enough to be clipped 1

Mr. A. Pickett, Nassagaweya : I am listening to this matter of handling bees in the 
spring with some interest, and with profit. My method of setting out bees of late years 
has been to set them out towards evening, so that they are calmed down and quiet, and 
when they fly out the following day they go out as calmly as they would any other day, 
and there is no excitement, or not that excitement which prevails when they are set out 
in the early part of the day. Like many others we are anxious to see what they look 
like in the spring, and when a fine day comes are eager to set them out. Around one 
hive you will find there was quite a large number flying, and perhaps another one with 
quite an amount of disturbance was not flying scarcely at all. To my mind the bees were 
changing position in many cases and were flocking to the front of other hives, or in other 
words to the old stand whence they were carried. And I think if we note the matter 
carefully we will see at once that it is wise to put them on the stands from which they 
were removed in the fall, and all that mingling will be done away with, and we will have 
less bees lost, and the result will be that they will go forward with their work in harmony 
and with a will. I approve of the method of setting them out in the evening, as 1 said, 
because of the fact that this mingling is done away with. The question that Mr. Evans 
asked I am not prepared to answer just
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1 thought at the moment that I could not say a word on the clipping of queens. Of 
course I have been in favor always of clipping queens, and there was just this drew my 
attention to it last spring ; I was not able, on going over my hives to find all my queens, 
and for that reason I think I have lost three swarms this season, the only time I have lost 
a swarm since I kept bees, and I know, had those queens been clipped, and I not been 
there, I would have had the bees. It is the bees we are after ; we do not miss a queen 
at that season. It is the time we are looking forward to our honey crop, and we must 
try to save the bees.
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Mr. Holtbrmann : I would have some better system. A child who cannot catch a Mr- J
queen, who cannot see it, can adjust the catcher, and they can be left there all day if queens’ wi
you like. Some have not made a success of Taylor’s Swarming Device. If you attempt hive 1 s<
to hive your bees in the new hive, as soon as they are out of their hive they are going take that
to take wing and leave it instead of going into the new hive ; but if you allow them to Mr. ]
siand there and cluster, and then put them in the new hive, you have not any of those

Mr Gsmmbll : I have seven or eight of them in the yard, and I never mind the first 
' ■™' i l”8,4, 88 800.n 88 1 Eee the second coming, up goes the cage. 1 carry them into 
-ttle shop where it is shady, and after half an hour if I want to use a catcher I use it 
remembe ihiving eleven swarms from half-past ten to twelve o’clock, and not two of 

-nem were in the air at the same time. It saves trouble and saves mixing up. I have 
used those catchers for some time. I have them standing at diflerent places through the 
apiary, and when I see a swarm coming I look for the first catcher, and it is clapped on.

,Mr-A.K Dabl1ng> Almonte : The discussion started on clipping queens, and has 
wandered off to something else I think. As Mr. Hall says here, 1 am a clipper. I was 
not at first, but I have clipped the queens for a number of years. I was forced into it 
by a very disagreeable neighbor, and I do not know that he ever did me a greater favor 
in his life. He has saved swarms for me that I would have lost if I had not clipped. I 
lost those that issued with unclipped queens in several instances Friend Hall here says 
that if they come out the second time they will stop at home.

Mr. Hall : No, sir, after the third time. Three times and out.
Mr. Darling : Well, I had them seven times, and out.
Mr. Hall : Did you put them back in the brood chamber t
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Mr. Darling: It was a new swarm, and they had been in for a time. It was a 
Jones hive, and I bad, I think, four supers on top, working on the principle that if we 
give them room enough they would not swarm. I have had them leave the hive after 
the young queen hatched out. I have jad them leave the hive without a queen. I found 
the hives queenless, because the queen did not go back ; but the bees came out all the 
same and left the hive without a queen. I believe in clipping every time as scon as 
they begin to lay. I do not think they are superseded any sooner on that account 
because one year I had one hive hatch out one queen after another ; they were young 
queens and could not keep the colony up to its normal strength. With regard to their 
becoming dissatisfied with the queen coming out, 1 have had them where I captured the 
queen and put them back again, and the old bees drove them out. They will do the 
thing with queens whether they have wings or not.

Mr. Hall r Our friend is talking about clipped queens in hivers or swarm catchers. 
In an apiary of 225 colonies of bees we had in three days eighteen swarms each day and 
on fourth day twelve swarms, sixty-six in all. We had no swarm catchers, we had all 
clipped queens, and we had not hard work. We let the queens into the cage, the bees 
returned, and we let them stay there till we could attend to them. We had no means of 
catching them, only in clipping them, I have had as many as eight of there swarms 
hanging together. The queens were caged, they didn’t all want to get into one hive 
neither did they want to go into any hive, but they came back to their own stand Thé 
chief object of clipping queens is to keep a record of their age, and to keep them from 
going to the woods. If you contract your brood nest they are very apt to be dissatisfied 
with it. If they try several times and cannot get off they will then go to work, and with 
clipped queens you can do that with them, but with other queens you cannot.

Mr. Newton : The question of clipping queens ought to be just about threshed out 
now. I heard a question asked Mr. Sibbald, if he cut the drone comb out in the spring 
and the thought struck me how does that brother hive his bees. 1 think it is a point we 
ought to have some discussion upon. As far as mine is concerned I do not have any 
drone comb to come out in the spring. I very rarely look for it because in hiving a 
swarm I contract my hives to either five or six frames, and therefore have very little if 
any, drone comb at all. 1
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take that swarm and return it back to the same hive without takingTt th^d° ** 
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SUMMER MANAGEMENT.

Bv W. J. Brown, Ohahd.

about lOtf colonies, s^metim^more and^m^timM^ess118 It™*3' *“ 8'tUated’ comP08ed of 
feet square. I have a few nf tha * *1 , .mee . ®e ^ covers an area of about 120
hives are the “ ten frame gallop.” I «"refer the^ ten^fam^6^ bUt ^ m*iority of my 
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stores to carry them through until the honey flow begins * ^ it8 qUe6D and enough
orchaïtïlVgra«eisP'kepî dow/bM^"4 f ^ rOW- ali hc.ng the south. In the 

hives in every direction. At the common ** rUn.mn#g the lawn mower between the 
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nln»nLe^Tr to 8r»dTemy honey. (The speaker then produced a sample.) At the 
close of the honey flow I remove the supers and stack them up about 50 yards from the 
apairy, after extracting (removing one frame from each super), so as to give the bees free 
access to the empty combs, to clean them up for the next season. 8 *

I might here say that for the last ten years, I put my bees into the cellar on 
following dates : 1889, Nov. 4th; 1890, Nov. 6th • 1891 Oct 28th- 1892 ffeMlrt 

ij". »"• ** ^ 189»: N... 4 th ; 1896, Nov. mb/ Utl '

In conclusion I would add that there is nothing that the old saying » cleanliness is 
next to godliness applies more forcibly to than to beekeeping the whole year round.
» fo Mr . Armstrong : 1 think Mr Broun has given us a very fine paper, but there are 
a few things I do not agree with him on. The first thing I notice is having his hives all 
in rows. That is something I used to do, but I have dropped that. Instead of putting 
them in rows, I put them m clusters, or I put them in pairs. I do not quite agræ with 
him about the extracting. I do not generally extract till the season is all over I gen- 
erally have supers enough so that when one is full I take and raise the super up bodily 
and put another empty one in under it with full sheets of foundation ; or, if not I put 
full combs if not full sheets of foundation. If they need another one I do the same I 
eave my whole crop of honey there until I am ready to extract it. I have my honey all 

there, and I think I get a good deal better honey, and I have no trouble in ripening my 
honey afterwards. Then I extract the whole crop. I very often use the Porter Bee 
Escape. I can take off maybeSQ or 30 supers to-morrow. I just take my wheelbarrow 
up alongside of my hives, and I have two hive boxes that hold eight frames each and I 
lust put my combs right in there, and I wheel them right alongside the extractor into the 
honey house without lifting them at all. That does away with all this lifting. I just 
take it right up alongside the uncapping can, and slide them off. If the season is over 
certainly, I leave them in the honey house until towards evening, and then I return the 
empty combs and have them clean them out, and leave them there until such time as I go 
to examine the bees to get them ready for winter, and my combs are all clean and d£r 
That is all I do with them. That is one thing in this paper I don't agree with. "

Mr. McEvoy: You just take the top story right off?
Mr. Armstrong: Yes. What I had reference to was not when I take them out 

comb by comb, but when I take them off as a whole with the Porter Bee Es:apes I take 
the full supers off—as many as I cau get on the wheelbarrow.

Mr. Newton : I would just like to ask Mr. Armstrong if be uses a stove like Mr 
Brown. In our locality if we were to leave our combs over night with the Porter Bee 
Escape on we would be unable to extract the honey. Mr. Brown says he uses his for a 
variety of purpose, because he says when he takes the honey to the house he keeps the 
temperature at 90 . Mr. Armstrong would have to use it for warming the honey up for 
the purpose of extracting it, because we could not do it if they stood over night w th
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Mr. Armstrong : I had no difficulty with leaving them over night. In some 
the honey would be toughish, and in that case I have a stove in my honey house.
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Mr. Holtbrmann : Do I understand Mr. Brown 
Mr. Brown : Yes.
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Mr. Bbown . I think that is a little oversight. I said •• until clover bloom," but I 
said later until the “ honey flow." I did not mean that they should have sufficient stores 
when set out in the spring to carry them through until the clover honey flow, but until 
there would be sufficient honey coming in to carry them through.

Mr. Frith : The reason of asking the question is this : We find there is quite a 
difference in the spring flow south of this district and the latitude ncrth. Mr. Brown 
being north of this we would suppose the spring flow would be somewhat different to the 
flow south of this. We sometimes get large quantities from fruit ' loom in my locality 
before the white clover comes in. It was brought out at our Oxford convention that 
those north of us do not get the quantity of honey in the spring that we do, and it has 
quite a good deal to do with the efficiency of the bees at the time of the big honey flow 
and I thought Mr. Brown had something of that in his mind when he made that state
ment.
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Mr. Brown : I would simply say that we have very little flow until the clover comes 
in. We generally have more or less, but nothing of a good flow.

Mr. Holtbrmann : How about raspberries 1
Mr. Brown : We have a small quantity of wild raspberries. I live in rather a sandy 

district, and we find some of our old farms growing sorrel in place of clover. I find that 
in a field of sorrel the bees work on that as strong as they would at a field of clover 
during the time it is in full bloom, and that carries them right up pretty well to clover 
bloom. We have some wild bloom and some fruit bloom, but the main-stay before fruit 
bloom is sorrel.

Mr. Darling : In Mr. Brown’s locality and mine we have very little fruit bloom. 
True, we have some wild blooms ; apples are not a success with us ; we cannot get peach 
trees to live, as is well known. Small fruits bloom well ; they are not much cultivated 
Wild fruits in the rougher regions are somewhat plentiful—raspberries and the like of 
that. But I am not aware of the bees doing as well on any one thing as they do on the 
dat delion. I had honey stored from dandelion one year, so much so that I took some 
from the bee-. It was not very bad honey, but it was not a white honey by any means. 
This year I discovered a lot of bees working on the white oak, but I do not know whether 
they got any honey.

Mr. Holtbrmann : Have you not got a lot of wild cherries in your vicinity 1
Mr. Darling : Not a large quantity.
Mr. Holtbrmann : Do you find the bees work well on what there is 1 •
Mr. Darling : I could not say. But about the time the hawthorn is in bloom there 

is a very disagreeable perfume arises from the hive, and I fancy it is from the honey 
gathered from the hawthorn. The honey is not offensive to the taste, but you would 
think there was something foul in the hive. A year ago last spring I set out my bees 
earlier than ever before. They were late getting into quarters last fall, and I thought 
about that when Mr. Brown read dates of putting his in during the last ten years. My 
bees were not put in last year until after our convention, and I never had my bees come 
out better. I do not think I ever had them in stronger condition, or better prepared for 
gathering white clover honey, but for some reason I did not get it though we had abund
ance of bloom. The two colonies I put out on the 11th of March seemed to do so nicely 
that I thought it was just the thing, but for some unaccountable reason they went back 
until almost without exception they were a failure as honey gatherers this summer 
Those put out later on did far better. I had less difficulty with bees set out on the sumi 
mer stands than in other years. I did not put them on their own stands either. They 
say one experiment does not confirm a fact. I tried experiments one way and another 
with the bees, and I could not find out that my bees remembered where they had been the 
year before ; and what mixing I had took place a week or ten days after I took them out 
of tne cellar.

Mr. Frith : Was there a strong wind blowing when this occurred Î 
Mr. Darling : No.
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K°lD* that they seem to go with it.
wsb this year or a year ago I noticed”^ one cornerofTh** I,d° not know whether it 
strong altogether. I dispersed them with smoke »n^!l.the yMd the 1)668 were getting too 
corner and gave me difficulty there So it ! d th-ey W6nt ri8ht over to the opposite 
the first corner was the e2t corner and tL oîerT8'  ̂^together TKk 
desire to congregate and go into hives they did not belong to’ ^ th®y 8eemed to have
ia a good d^^' oVe^ngïne^^w ^ °ak this «Prhg. There
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rsasat. »
That is one reason. I give them just as much pitch foi ward as they will bear.

Mr. Frith : This question was asked in the December number of GUaninns This
ntha! ^hfV^JUlVP°ken h new t0 me> at le«t I have never thought of it
n that way. I had the idea that it was because we wanted the combs of honey parallel

toward™’the frLrrPCrossCafraar * ‘ u “ T6™1 we want the hives to feline
I ti in f Cross frames would not be paralle,. and there would be brace combs

I found tv, f h enTd’.and brace c,ombB at the botcom at the back end of the hive
I found that difficulty. I have some hives with the cross frames and some with the 
frames tangent to the entrance. Those tangent to the entrance are preferable in my case.

tnwJlr't?ALV 1 Ca« COn6rm What Mr- Po8t 8afa in reference to the frames running
^Hhe hnnAv fo,ran-Cet fvftr,0U8 ™*a?aa- He g»ve you one in reference to the deposit 
of the honey for winter stores ; that is very good. Another reason is this : I want the 
hive tipped slightly forward so that water will not go in it and in snrinv an that tha
thanthS^H1' rUn-°Ut' W® tUt"P our hivea at ,eaat four inches highef at the back 
than the front for various reasons. First, to assist the bees in taking out their defunct
ones; secondly to run the water out of the hive, and lastly, but moft of all importent 
when you have the hive tipped up there is but little space in the hive at a level with thé

°nthe- % and !herf'!°re the co,d ftir cannot enter the hive so readily as if it 
" , flat ?ur.,“g the.wmt®r when packed on summer stands, it is a very important fact 
that they should mn from front to rear so that you can tip it up three or four inches.
Hke.8^ if °hey ni^from'ft'ont'to rear^o^£»n^,sdse^itCas1muchn °r0M

i vSfëzzssrsizæà tit
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Mr. Fritii : My experience is just this : the starting point of the comb decides the 
direc ion of the comb You take a very thin piece of wood and put it iTo your tome 
and ihfi If68 ^lbulldth6 oomb,I?«ht along on that as if it were a piece of (foundation ’ 
with a thin eÎJ teit 8am6 “ y°“ l0°k at the toP 7”“ will find a projectioé

puttie th^tomM CIr0Winter my t^8 alt0?eîher ont of doors,
would not think of

----- —o— slanted to the front.
Mr. Alpaugh : This gentleman said it was natural for the combs to run to the 

entrance, and it seems to me that in almost every cise the comb is started to the entrance
ButTthTnk ™ oft nhtevXv\Ctly haVe a direct road almost to theentrance
But 1 think one of the best things, where the frames run to the entrance is that thev vet
nght on to the end of the frame and go just where they want to go without crawling^over 
a lot of comb. I must say I did not have success with hives running cross-wavs I 
would say by all means have hives with frames running to the entrance 7

asSfSS3s5S£Ss»?tiSmore convenient for manipulation. I like to be behind my work, not beside it 
Mr. Alpaügh : When you get the latest 
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perfectly 
the hive. ^ enYa!1CJe °f the hive for any vater that runs down the face of the
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The President : Those who favor the course of frame 
stand up. A majority arose.

Question : How shall

running lengthwise please 

we deal with compound honey like this i (Sample produced).
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Mr. Hall : The thing we have to decide in this case is, what is « compound.”
. Mr' ®°LTBaMANN ; That is very simple. Write the Department of Inland Revenue 

and give them the man s address, and they will deal with it.
Mr. Hall : I may say, gentlemen, that one sample has been sent to the Inland

,?dLTal PMtment>,b1t 1 ;h°nght the A880ciati0n ™>d h»ve ^weightThan 
HaLI^L- y haa‘he name °f the 8e**er on it ; this has the name of the mixer
syruD7 H ?1,°.Ver 0omP°and Honey. surrounded by the choicest honey
y aP' g!ves the name of the manufacturer. What is honey syrup Î Glucose is not 

honey syrup ; » mixture of one sugar and water is not honey syrup
Act DMsed'hwh Tnis 4“ociation went to a great deal of trouble and expense to get an 
Act passed by the Dominion Government a few years ago to cover this There is a Do- 
minion Act which covers this class of compounds, and I think it rests with the Inland
ttinkTf a faSTthU i^ ‘S find °Ut whether k is a violation of that Act. I 
tnink it a sample of this is sent to the proper authorities they will take it in hand Of

"•I.! oh A °u ” th'8 gr0Und or not That w»s one of the things we had to fight
"7 «”• i«"'™ -k-i—.b, J, tâït Hi:

XZI'Z*'***«■* »*- v,„ «*

Mr. Couse read a letter from the Inland Revenue Department, as follows :__

J. B. Hall, Woodstock,—
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the Minier of :TJlIndPpeed that.thie Association would instruct its Secretary to write to 
tile Minister of Inland Revenue m reference to this case. I think we as an Association

israczîiïzrt „.A■ - „,h.ftrZZtowrite £ÎLJ^1 (eTe,Pe°A6' 1 pr°P°ae : “That oar secretary be in- 
structed to write to the Minister of Inland Revenue asking him to look into this matter.”

nmtiOTel" ^^ve^great pleasure in'sewindhig’^M^Hall’s
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of t hïîî’JS lTbon^\PrkaK° 1 (,°ani in St: Thomas, and most
but the question arises, do theVavoid thl 1 e°a?8e th.®y thought it was pure honey ; 
syrup " ? The question is wh/t ?„ h„n„ > °*!hnK ,that the « finest honey 
name honey to sell their mixture an/ Y// 8lm.ply trade on the good
doing little missionary work The™ tan/J“ l,r,n8inS that here I “was
of pure honey more than such mixtures as tha"/ The,* °]| *2 WiH injure the 8ale 
of honey if they think that is honey. ^ Th y l11 not want a second dose
distinctly0,AasBtLI"r Zh.Yk T** Mr" Holtermann that Mr. Macfarlane told us
He sai/the D^tment woCId 2 » ^ % *? —• *» the matte",’ 
tion-infact he seemed to think it better Jr the Sode^no" to"mo've ‘nlh^wat

Departmen/^n'r/oTact1 for "the^diWduaf^h 7th Whe“ th® time come8 that the
to take it up. dna*’ that then it is time for the Association
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Mr. Darling accepted the amendment. 6ard’ and then that the Association act.
Mr. Holtbrmann’s amendment was lost, and the motion was carried.

got a law and it htg^^tZ/h110 f11 ta^ th« right view of it. We have 
foration. Now if we go there as a bohd7rnH°Untry 7 “T that we have «topped adnl- 
that on the table, it will just crush the law. ^ W® haV6 f°Und adultorated honey

now

, like

SUMMER MANAGEMENT.

Bv W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Mich.

of comb honey production6 ândit °fhon?y’ haa been mostly in the line
have the bees make a start in th« , » standpoint that I shall write. I prefer tolarger swarms are the Suit and T? ^ T'T*. “ is ‘he/delayed
instead of from the old colonies thatYl 8 * ? of m7 ««rplus from the swarm,
of workers can thus be kept together whl. "armed>.1 Ket better results if the great mass 
possible means to induce the bees to earl7 7** “f11.01*1 ar<\ For tbis reason I use every 
this purpose I know of nothing better than “fT t0Warda the 8upera- F<>r
sections—the more of these tile better !ï i"8® ,°f1 draw.n comb in «orne of these 
of drawn comb in the sprine Whe h, l °U d 8 ad t0 K*ve each colony a super 
at once forced into the sectfons before rt,! open8 with a rnsh. and the bees are
the drawn combs may not be of much ^ 11118 raade ^or preparation for swarming,
«ally, and the bees are Italian .,mp?rtanoe i hat where the flow comes in grad-
the brood nest, drawn coïbs are ne-, rel”ct^ce to etore honey at a distance from 
is light, the bees will begin storin j h/nê» ta 2 6 ““ ““Z 7 h°ney' When the flow 
foundation for this purpose Whin / ^to ?ra.ffn combs lonS before they draw out

sections furnished with full sheet of ltaht fonnd.ti d P?4, n.nder another super having

■— -* to “» X JfÊfïVST em so
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eînVwa hTt WJ“ “0t drivTeTthem out, will usually keep bees from swarming until they 
can swarm to advantage. Under this management I have known one-half of the colonie 
not to swarm at all ; but in the majority of cases it eventually comes.
tri .T,he management of swarms in a large apiary is really an important matter. I have
Srtilv sIckgofqrnThUonCl PPv. an/ allowi“8 them to go with the swarm, until I am 
enj 7 . e „ Tke climbing of trees, the chasing of runaway swarms, the straight-
woal8d ,t llT"P ,that r6aUU fr0m the «““Ifneous issuing of several swarms, 
wm admit Th t u ’ dn,Te a“y “an to contro1 his bees by controlling their queens. I 

ad“lt,that m,^P ! Wl11 often result when we have control of the queens, but so
TZa £/Îandîy  ̂preference tferlhe

d aw-mrcs
te-

three feet ^ W 7 * i'gu frame work covered with cloth. The frame is about
It K rnien ,ghtfn toC,he8 8qUare at the onter end' and tapering to 3 x 10 inches 
The smaller end °r “Tu ®nd M COVered with a removable door of wire cloth
;„®. 8mal.ler end nlc®1y ,fit8 over the entrance of a hive. As soon as a swarm is seen'
has Z'n cLT heDd f°[the CatCher if Clapped over the entrance, and when the swarm 
K °atchfer u removed, a flap of cloth buttoned over the entrance, when
By hlS/thi „ f t uay be aet a8ide in th« shade, and the bees hived at feisureJ&mss'z rCt'r"£S' •l""‘i"p“‘ «' *"• '“>■ •»
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hive to*the*«warm \rood^me3’ »nd to transfer the supers from the old
twtmfxr ? ar“' . ^la P an ^es are back in the supers at work again within 
store LT d^tlT * k®7 jft them' As ‘here aie no combs in the brood nes: in which to 
mÏt if ,7’ th6 hr°?A Ln68t “ °f the capacity of only eight frames, the honey 
would Jo “ntHhe f° W h Th T*'0118 ; 1 ”se a queen excluder, otherwise the queen too 
as fast m Tt VhniltT"' The,bee8 at once to build comb in the brood nest, and 
section* ™ th v qUeuen 1878 in tt- The result is that the honey goes into the
nest to fida°fbr00d TÎC°meH “ brO0d nest «deed. I prefer starters in the brood 
df/*dto foundation, and drawn comb I have found to be of no advantage-in fact a
to beZ Jork îr °°“b8 the bf” 'lui5kly 611 with honey, and are then very loth 
ir dined to keen th f 8ectl0.na 3hLen thev begin storing their honey there they are 
must first he d-T , 8.t0rin.8 ltl ;V ,th foundation in the brood frames the foundation 
Z Lettons Th U8®d’ and thia Riv68 ‘he bees time to begin storing in
in thTbrood nJt Tthî Æ “ *° theplen °f havin« ‘he bees build their own comb 
but as this nla ’ 11 at’ , ®. 1ueen 18 old too much drone comb may be the result :
2y Î buiPd nn anHytre8UL ™ 'igbt Colonie8. un,e88 ‘here is a fall flow in which
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the newlvhivo^ ,,U8t * mV*®’ at th® tlme °* hiving the old colony is set to one side of 
or two L,V6de The entrance of the old hive is turned to one side. In a day
two more itT. !1106 ° th!i °,dhive i8 tnrned towards the new hive. In a day or 
standing side bv ride turmed 81,11 mora By the eighth day the two hives will be 
return ind ento, eh dt- T'u ****, 006 and a11 the field bees of both hives would 
day or Z afte™ Zh Tu ; ol? 8tand 1 80 in the early part of the eighth 
result is that eh T of the seventh day, the old hive is carried to a new stand. The
forJ whie the ntîV6 ,havm* the 8®®tions receive8 “ nice little addition to its working 
are readv tn wî î”7 lo8es, th>8 power just at the time when the young queens 
The onfy a '* Tr i ? numbera that f”«her swarming is abLdoned.
the Ct „C"nd,tl0n nnder which this plan fails in preventing after-swarming is when
In tï“î^it'rr.ofegngmX;'^enhVe8MUt Î be,0re qneen 061,8 are completed
queens are readv to hat h ^thî m®, 0 d ,oolon7 18 8,ven » new location, before the 
queens are ready to hatch, that sufficient bees hatch out to make a swarm. Un.es. a
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colony swarms early, or the flow continues late, I expect no surplus from a colony 
after it has swarmed, but it is always found in line condition for winter. It will have 
a young queen, an abundance of excellent stores, and plenty of bees that have not 
worn themselves out with hard work

Some of my methods may not be desirable in all localities, but in my locality, 
they are the best I have tried.

Mr. Alpauqh : Putting in the starters, for instance, in place of full combs, I have 
had some experience in both of these lines, and I found full combs containing no brood 
works very well provided you do not give them too many. If you give them just what 
starters they can cover nicely there will be but very little drone comb built. He says, 
if you do not want all your increase you can take the best combs from a certain number 
of hives and make a certain number of good hives.
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Mr. Smith : I endorse nearly everything Mr. Hutchison has said as to the manage
ment of swarms. It is practically our method. One thing I do not just agree with, is 
putting on a super too early. We found this season especially they were tilled up with 
a very inferior grade of honey. In fact I know of one man who put on several thousand 
sections, and he found them half filled with this honey dew. Of course that may not 
occur again, but in this case he had to get that all out of the sections again, and get them 
filled up with good honey.

Mr. Gemmbll : I have very little to say; I agree so fully with Mr. Hutchison's paper. 
I would just like to ask him, in regard to the drone trap, if he really prefers the drone 
trap to cutting the queen’s wings Î

Mr. Hutchison : The drones will, of course, go up and die in that trap unless you 
take them off.

Mr. Gemmbll : With a large quantity of drones I found it was necessary.
Mr. Hutchison : There is a division about half way up, and the drones come up in 

this upper apartment and the lower apartment is left free, I could not say that it inter
fered with the passage of the workers or the ventilation.

Mr. Gbmmbll : There is the question of cost.
Mr. Hutchison : I was thinking of the time it took to look over the bees, and find 

the queen and clip her and cage her. This queen trap would practically last a man’s life
time, and they cost about twenty-five cents apiece.

Mr. Hall : I did not hear all the paper read, but I think it was favoring drone 
traps. If we should have one young queen with her wings not clipped we simply put it 
on and catch the queen on that occasion. But in putting them on to catch the queen we 
find.it a very filthy practice. The drones, unless you empty them every day, will fill 
them half full. I do not think the bees like it. I simply lay them around in prominent 
places in the apiary, and as the queen never leads off a swarm there is generally half the 
bees out before the queen comes, and we, in nine cases out of ten, have the trap on and 
catch the queen in that way. We have them, but they are lying outside for that very 
reason. It is a filthy, nasty mass.

Mr Newton : I have tried the drone traps in different ways, but I have discarded 
them only in the case Mr. Hall mentions. 1 have them lying around, but only use them 
in the case of a queen that has wings. In leaving them on, of course, it does not matter 
whether you are there or not ; the drone trap would catch the queen. I notice that the 
bees do not seem to work with the same vigor when they have to go through that method ; 
it seems to stop their work. I would not like to advise any one to use drone traps and 
leave them on the hives continually.

Mr. Gbmmbll : I have tried them, and couldn’t make them a success for the same 
reason Mr. Hall gives.

Mr. Evans : I was told that if the queen was killed and all the queens cells destroyed 
but one, and after five or six days the young queen was hatched that would stop the 
swarming impulse.
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i a colony 
t will have 
have not

Mr. Gemmell : I have lost old queens that were clipped ; by swarming when I was 
not present they were lost ; and in every case where a young queen took her place I 
never hid a young queen lay a few eggs and swarm out. In every case I found she stayed 
there. She does not want to swarm.

y locality, Mr. Holtrrmann : Doesn’t that depend on your honey flow.
Mr. Gemmell : It does; but when the swarming comes you generally have a pretty 

good flow.ibs, I have 
; no brood 
just what 
He says, 

in number

A Member : Would you not have to cut out the queen cells in order to get that 
young queen to stay 1

A Member : Yes ; but you would have to destroy them, the bees would not.
Mr. Gemmell : If you go to the hive before the young queen is hatched, your plan 

is to get out all the cells but one. When she hatches she may swarm, that is, if there is 
larvae to raise other queens from.

Mr. Holtrrmann : Are there not any amount of people whom you cannot depend 
depend upon doing that work properly 1

Mr. Hall : That is not the fault of the system.
Mr. Holtrrmann : I say universal clipping will not do for that
Mr. Alpaugh : This cutting ont of queen cells and depending on one, I do not like. 

I find a much better plan is to cut out all the cells, but take a few of the best and stick 
them at the end of the hive. Some of them will hatch. The first queen that hatches 
will run into the hive, find no cells there, and that settles it. They stop swarming and 
you can have lots of cells.

Mr. Gemmell : I do not object to that at all, but in my case I give them a cell 1 
know is about ready to hatch. If you put a cell of that kind in you will not find any 
difficulty. Of course, if you put a cell in that you cannot tell whether there is going to 
be a live queen or not, you cannot be sure.

Mr. Alpaugh : There is another instance come to my mind. If I can find the young 
queen I will kill her every time, and another cell will hatch. I would sooner have a 
later hatched cell than an earlier hatched.

Mr. Gemmell : Is that where the old queen is lost when she goes out to swarm 1
Mr. Alpaugh : Yes.
Mr. Gemmell : But there are a lot of good cells in that hive.
Mr. Alpaugh : If you kill her and allow another cell to hatch that will never hap-
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Mr. Gemmell ; There is another point. A gentleman here spoke of giving drone 
sections and getting them filled with inferior honey. I know in our own locality some
times if wo put on drone sections we invariably get a poor quality of honey. I 
like putting sections on my hive. I prefer giving them a half story of extracting combs 
—that is, if it is very early in the season—to giving them sections. Then by the time 
they have this pretty well filled up we have them out of the packing, and when they 
require more room 1 raise it up and put the sections underneath the half sections of 
comb.

never
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y use them 
not matter 
ce that the 
lat method ; 
3 traps and

Mr. Holtrrmann : That is quite an important point. You will see so much comb 
honey on the market that has the centre of the section a little dark, and we can do a 
great deal of good by emphasizing the necessity of different management.

Mr. Smith : I would ask Mr. Gemmell, does he ever allow the queen in these halfir the same storeys 1
Mr. Gemmell : No, I do not want her there. I understood Mr. Alpaugh to say he 

gave a few drone combs ; I did not understand he said anything about foundation what
ever. Why would you prefer the drone combs to foundation, or do you 1 I do not think 
you do.

Is destroyed 
Id stop the
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Mr. A^lpauqh : I would under certain circumstanc e. I am not prepared to say woman put

Mr. Gemmell : Before Mr. Alpaugh went to California he was at my place. I had and just by
been using full sheets of foundation, and he recommended the starters. I had never to see a res 
practised much with starters. However, he recommended a wide starter instead of a who has sti
shallow starter. He said that if you used a wide starter, and only five of them, that the neatest exl
bees had a better chance of clustering on the wide starter from one end to the other, and Mr. jr,
the comb would be more likely to be of worker comb, whereas on the narrow starter they __
bad not so much scope, and you would probably have drone comb at the ends of two or ®'*r‘ ”
three frames, I have practised that too, and some seasons you will get the thing pretty Mr. D
much without drone comb. Now he has another hive, and he is going to use sheets of having artii 
foundation for hiving instead of starters. him if he d

Mr; Alpaugh ; I might say that I will simply use the wide starter yet. the differen
Mr. Holtermann : And that goes to the bottom of the frame. , , Mr **
Mr. Gemmell : He has a shallow frame, and he uses the starter a little wider. not considei
Mr. Holtermann : Do you put that wide starter on all the frames 1 Mr. M
Mr. Alpaugh : No. man who hi
Mr. Holtermann : I may say, I was not advocating drone traps, because we do not 

use them in the same way Mr. Hutchison does, and in this country I think they are very 
rarely used.

Mr. He 
attention, a 
tion. The i 
the DirectoiMr. Holtermann : May I make a suggestion 1 It appears there was a subject down 

for to-night which cannot be taken up, and there is one which many of us would like to 
have light on, not in any personal way, but to make a general application of it, and that 
18> judging honey at fairs. If we could have a little discussion on that, I think it would 
be of educational value to all of us. I think there are others who would like to have that 
discussed in a general way, without any personalities whatever, so that when we leave this 
Convention we may know how to act as judges, and how to prepare ourselves to meet 
the |udges. In speaking of men who judge in other classes, I know a good many Mr. M.
of the men who are intimately connected with Live Stock Associations, and so on ; for six yean
everywhere there is the difficulty of getting men who are thoroughly competent to «mid get ah
do their work. It is, perhaps, less a matter of getting men who are willing to do is only one,
what is right. Occasionally there is a complaint that men have not done accord- for there is i
ing to their own judgment, and have not done justice, but that is not very often the some seasoni
case in our own country. It is more a matter of men not really being able to do the work thing, and I
in all its phases. For instance, we have a man who is a good judge of clover honey, we if I did not i
have another man who is a good judge of basswood honey, or another man who is a good consider tho
judge of buckwheat honey, but rarely you come across a man who understands the three man would i
classes. Then, again, they may be good judges of honey and not of beeswax. Then, in » better judi
our own classes at Ottawa, London, and perhaps some other exhibitions, we have a line have for yea
to judge which a bee-keeper may not be competent to judge at all. What I am referring neatest and
to is the award for the neatest and most attractive exhibit. Very often, 1 think, the doubt if thej
mejority of us may be good bee-keepers, and yet have not developed in us the artistic line, many very n
and we are really not competent to judge that particular line. I believe what we shou'd display about
try and do is to educate ourselves, the exhibitor as well as the judge, to do better in this display ; anc
**ne' 1 r®*®r basswood honey in particular. I can peint to men in this room who are study puttinj

.* j * °* use-beepers, and yet the honey one man will pronounce as basswood the other to hear as mi 
will declare has not a drop of basswood in it. The same way with the exhibitor : one Mr Bor
man supposes he has basswood honey and another man, who has an entirely different 4>nderinB w
honey, thinks he has basswood. We should try in some way to overcome that difficulty. arize for a fi,
There are many other things to consider in judges. For instance in Toronto we have 600 fee stock w<
lb. comb honey lot. I think no man should judge that comb honey without sampling it; *out but ne
not alone should he open the crates and examine the sections, but he should break at least bees à vear

section. There is quite a diversity of opinion about that, and it appears to me there «Hat deal to
should be no diversity of opinion. There should be that feeling that whenever a man or srfll produce
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pared to say

Jiti“exhidbif “ ’ COme ,n’ M he 18 better able t0 toU than any bee-keeper which is thé

woman

>lace. I had 
I had never 
instead of a 

lem, that the
'starter'they ^ = °° y°U not think ifc woald be a good plan to get an expert jndge ?
is of two or Mr Holtermann : We want to be all experts.

îï”dwtn'. ,le 01 ne “bibl* *»“ "b"- •!'
Mr. Holtermann : You know there are in the Toronto, and other lists, quite a few 

where quality counts most and display slightly, but there is another one where quality is 
not considered at all, simply the neatest exhibit. 4 y

wb' Yby not,mBke that 100 Pounds instead of 500 pounds, and then the
who handles it does not have to pull down the whole crate.

use

wider.

man
attenHnnH0LjBRkANN ' Wh,8t the,Toronto industrial people pay for is one that will attract

f, ; ."1 fr°™ » local country fair. If you reduce the exhibit to small quantities,
?! i U wo.u,d reduce the. PrlZ9 hat too. The Toronto Exhibition is one by itself, and 
tt is an example for the continent.

e we do not 
hey are very

object down 
ould like to 
it, and that 
ik it would 
to have that 
re leave this 
Ives to meet
f°fanTy . r niMr- M™ El‘,GH (Holbrook) : Fortunately or unfortunately I have been a judge
and so on , for six years at London, and three years at Toronto. At Toronto I suppose a fellow

ilHnv to do ionlv y^\weU if he ,iked- for there three judges there, but in London there
dling to do k only one, and he has to take the bluff. I am very glad this thing has come up to-ni-ht
one accord. for there is no doubt we can learn something. It is rather a delicate thing to judge honeé
dVthTwnïk rrr,T When:t 18 811 80 rrly 8,ike- Thi8 year at L°“d°u i* was l particular
?honev we Ml did "0t•|U?t 8are whej;ther 1 did justice or not ; but there is one thing certain
, honey, we if I did not it was my ignorance, for I never gave a man a prize ; it is always8 what I
ho is a good «"sider tho best honey that gets the prize. The same with wax ; what would suit uue
8 %? thr?e »»n would not suit another. I suppose a man who works a good deal of wax would be

Then, in a better .|udge than one who did not work much of it. I make a little foundation, and
have a line *»ve for years. I know what suits me possibly might not suit others. As regards the

m°8tuPj,y dl8P)ay- 1 do not know about getting a town or city expert. I 
l think the doubt if they could do much better than the judges we have. I know I have seen a good
irtistic line, many very nice displays, and I am a little conceited on that. I do think I know a nice
, we shoo'd jtap ay about as well as any of them. There is a good deal of difference in putting up a nice
tter in this dlaPlay , and a man must have considerable taste about it to put it up. Some men who
jm who are puttm8 “P “ display can put it up a great deal better than others. I should like
d the other W hear as much on this subject as possible, and learn as much 
ibitor ; one 
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.t’Jrr.s.'at'K ? hr ™ “• »«•*to to produce a good article of honev 2 N h n' h°W much tronble he may go 
display of honey, and not have the LaThn^ d° Vu °,n6 man !"ay Pnt UP a very fine 
honey I think is not just. While I think iHi7n h(’.re,0™.to 8lve » prize for the best 
producing a very fine animal uecause he I i ^7 ’"u4 tbùng to glve a man a prize for 
of honey without any labor at all hï rrav [ 7y 7 he may Produco » 11 ™ article 
the township where I reside ’ ,7 get 11 by accident. I know a bee-keeper in
take the tirât prize always He wou d gTsome h ^7 ^’7 and he C0ldd
season of the year, and preserve it j h°ney from the hive at a particular
any better honey than anybody el«e [ f y, an<J 8fit the prize, but ho did not produce
it—, to ». a»ïvïï“JJ«" 7 'l*" “>■ ‘h">«sh And
the market, when they are rLllv w % hee"keePer8. give them a name on 
judiciousness of giving prizes for honey. ^ t0 “nd therefore 1 question the

Mr.- some iocaiitiM pr°do°e ^ ^ others »
honey without muchtrouble ° ^ Mn Boomer if he could produce 1,000 pounds of

thwart the*work ofÏ AgHculturo^DeMrtmMt116 agri?ultnral flh°ws tor honey would 

have no honey at any of the shows Go !»« y .l"! a ong tbat ,ine- Supposing we 
first commencing bee-keeping on the present lines^if t0 ^wen‘y years ago when we were 
we increased the interest in the present system’ of he! t7 8°mg t0 local shows that 
prizes in some of the local shows P,l’ake the distri t bee'keePln8> and there were small 
then, showed a few pounds of honey and wh.l ‘fi h a“d west> I showed bees th__„ 
the snow. There was a prize given for it unoTh th® 5®?” 1 14 mterested people in
their life in some of the principhTof keepL beel J g0t.fmt?re8ted. for the first time in 
those who have since become cCumew AndÏTh nt ,> a “ted the appetites of 
shut off the prizes for honey. TthTnk the ouestien f T, ’ Unwiae ™deed to
stock, and in every department of agriculture r u * °CB lty bo.lda good in regard to 
grow better potatoes than I can I 8(.an .... _ know one neighbor of mine who can
miles away, because I have better pasture • I hive**fTtV™ the nei8hbor a few 
Another man can do better with his stock all’round bet4er foa”datlon on which to work, 
matter to make nice fine distinctions betwee^ *8 exceedingly difficult
find that perhaps a number nf nnolif different qualities of honey, and von
senses to distinguish anv aTd 7 l ltleB are 8° near alike that it will take very acute

Toront.,bo.i,j„t„|itt|fouto(i , ‘ 1 I» *b« «nck.ion that th,

sïïsï: - *»*■»"ï&ïar 255, ,55
-- ”r.,LT5.i;i r; ‘&?vezï brj‘ » <r“"° .7 -woman can make a better article of butter the 7 si. C8n understand how one man or 
better potatoes may be grown in one locality tUn in Tnuth Can,n”der8tand that, or how 
prod... bo„„, b, L a- “5 SSiSH&’fiZ “

public ?r8'? “ ‘Ï’ ‘b. a. general
quantity and quafft^af thes is 0? butterThè^ Producti°= of honey as to

• » good article of comb honey. We know’th.t i^L*' ! ^ V men wb° produce
produce good comb honey. In extracted hnn ' th^ tbe ve/y cIo8flst application to
For instance, if you put your supers on V'^'» ^ * g°°d dea: that be done
but at some uncertain date there is dark h °t 7*°f PUt them on not too early;<»>%.«d.b,aid., ,b.»'a a,.': 5.5 ,b7Lnt LÏ. !” ““ “ »
taken up what appears to be a lot of dark- hnn ^ i e w^en the bees have
other source, he extracts that honey The other man d br°Ugbt l4from mu8tard or some 
» .b, «. bn. ,b„ pa, a 555.
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>" «■—“•ref j.dgfag
,,lh * <•«*”> “'«pi™ &U* km. he »*ro«gb

«:: ,r*r « - -hi
-zr -

r.“yr."^y™
and watery, because it was not rinened that F ‘A ^ /6 Wa8 8°°^. It was so thin
would kill my buain^» H^7he co„Soflt r 5ld,: V\Bt,PUt that on the ™»rket ; it 
was making more out of it than I could We ou/hVtn SV* ^ C6nts a Pound' He

rtjus “ - - «uwraTÆissÿa

:iHb,'arz:”^ “»^,B;rr,tEE‘,:FT
Some years ago I had a chance of buying 200 pounds of very n^whiteÏÏ ^

handling it we spoil the product.
. Jfr Fr.1t“: '[herle ia one thought that has presented itself to me that 1 think nf 

importance to the bee-keeper, that is in regard to the marketing nart r 1 “ . f
through one of the towns in Manitoba, and I heard my name called hv PM8mg 

After getting introduced be said “ I have just opened a barrel of hLV T 
been told since you have been in town that you dabble in the hone K aB<* ^ave
f»~ ™ ‘i ** «I I- i- of ,h, «....’Cr.Uofhmo^.^T^T- 52
honey was fine clover honey, and so dense in its consistency that you could stick a 
into it and lift up quite a bunch of it. It was fine in every resnect hi th P “ 
you tasted it It was put up by man who knew nothing about putting ! and «T.Tt 
ing honey It was just as full bee-bread as it could stick. Of coursé thel Ü!

fa.fa.r,ù*.ai* b...g.,ZZSSï»£&?£%£te
toba ; it goes out there by the barrel ; and if these men had been learning
prizes it would do away with that quality alone. We find it in every oualitv *ettln§
to honey. I think Mr. Holtermann is trying to get at this, that we indue of h,m refard

The"™ L-yPe' / !t°°Vy Bt th® judging of 8ome 8tock at “>e Brantford fat thfs Tho Holstems and Ayrshires were being judged, and the judge came on the scene and a
certain number of cattle. I said : " They will judge those according to type Not ? »! 
a practical producer of butter ; there is the practical cow for my purpose ” But thé. h h 
to be judged by type; the practical cow got nothing ; the tyw cowl would not h/»!7 
my possession as a practical cow. Now, of course I would like to see a better t™ grade, or whateyer you may call it, of judging at the shows, but there mightbTdiXity'

,, Mri?vI8K : With, re8ard to appointing experts, I admit it would a fine thine if 
they could be secured, but is it not practically out of the question ? It is possible to gét
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bo» « he tn be anta^rt' on the^’hole" “hu6 buckwheat, basflwood, and clover honey
H-naybe. grodjed^e ba.ow^dtoLyf U.K SÔ ^ .Tdovi”

departments. Youcanmu'îpp /6ry bard to K®t a rnan who is competent in all the 
got.», ««Wlorj...on, .p^., ,2*» r^,' 'rt“ “—« »

ia a particle of trouble .tout thaHn Torml?* 5”.,|e.1 “i,lî !,d°”°‘ “»k there

t Ltittb.Tdo""' “d th"wi" “ *• * s ".“ob,f:L,br *

cultural 
and by 
show a f 
be laid d 
prize.

Mr.
know me 
capping i

Mr.
come up 
believe if 
entitled t 
article fri

you mean by specialist ? 
Mr. Holtehmann : The very best 

ness of window dressing in 
knows no man.

man I can think of is the man who makes 
some prominent store in Toronto. He simply a busi- 

comes in and
showing than Mr.°HjtchkoT( ^ '8 n0t °ne pre6ent who has had more experience in

experience mTj!!d«,nK. ' AttiMhetoirs “C^xhU.iÎd'l"? '"K1.1*™ not had mnch 

been more satisfactory than the Illinois fair They hav^th d° kn0W that any has 
judging butter. We tind the score card is away ahcld the 8ttmo a«

in and say » This is the best.” These score ™ ^ f 8‘mp y allowmR a man to
any trouble we can s. e whether this man had thn Y ï™ ?™erv?0' and if there is
second. It is a guide to the exhibitor he knew br8t p"lce' and whether this the
and what will not count. I think it might he w il UpîD Wbat P°‘ntH he must compete, 
limited it this year in Illinois to 500 pounds He cmd^8’ 1° th° 1aantity- phey 
the man who had 500 would receive the score H d exhlblt more lf he saw fit, but
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” *2* i'™ StiSaSsyzïïT1* =1 “*
“Mb'.1 I tbrnk^jiAT ».'=!,* ^ , ■•II, but I du not

it is hardly fair to ask one man to do the business “ore than one judge. I think 
regard to exhibiting honey. Should anv honev h f-, kA.n?tber P0lnt- and that is in 
duce it, that is, to get a prize for it ) 7 * be Mhlbted by » man who does not pro

to be fair to every man th^rTght 'way"'!" to^riT*8 tPtu6ry ,0,ten’ and 1 cla*m that 
not t0 exhibit any but your owYpXtion / went to th 8ay8 yo“ «
eighteen years ago. I bought some comb honey from M,Vh-V°t ° InduatriaI some 
but did not enter it. I thought it not being mv 1 took ie down to sell,
of us who have shown there8year after y,lr thtok thl/ttf0'1 M “°‘fnter '*■ And those 
does not want to show at any time any Lson eïeï 1 h wh° 18 e=rupnlons, who 

majority of people if they cannot get thehr n J^n " &pt to 8et lef‘. because 
speaking advisedly when I say this. I have tnL . W‘ 80meone else’s. I am 
was not showing his own product year after year and anTh Wher6 “ waa 8aid the man 
same locality, and they said it was not his product but th?6r T* “?\d0Wn from the 
To be fair to every one let them show the beat that u product of th« other man. 
an equal footing The idea i, really educat onal Ld“to J pnt thera on
done to any one. 3 ona1’ and to that extent no injury can be

the

Mr. Davison : I would like 
a member of. an agricultural society^ and Yh il t " m a t tiY Mf' H°ltermann says. I amboard, and our society have made a particular rule that "frequently before the

f„-,... p.„, d,dd,d„

:
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honey
ction.

*•'"'”-5 iSSrtl! go to"1'”’ 7mr! bV * 'l-litj,

£7.; 5”” *rl“k it it V», discouraging CL,. LZ ’i°' ‘Û7 °““r and

down m •" —- -& “• sz ssrx, far as«

S*v°'if‘° rf^in'iy r-“ tf

rr,rtt .“dn„“k,e,r.i.r' ™d -• - “Æ & rz,*2

11 the 
ies to

there
ipeci-

busi- 
1 and

At the ToVoro'Èxhüntm^Vrt^lœ" weînôîmL^’ ther6 *" “° doubtab°»‘ that, 

your nicest case of honey, and you stick the price np to r firTndTh^.T1 -8k y°° f°r 
a pretty keen appetite for comb honev 1 « ’ tbey take !t. and we 
9 are handicapping the honest exhibitor One onheTf6 •" î?ght’ at

T h lP *?■ L° Bee what the deling was in regard to sli ‘ to brln8ing
I have heard it said that it is simply a matter nf • a.Ppomt'n8 »» outsider-an 

and most tasty exhibit. That is not right It is nü a Wh‘ch is the neatest
here is a person dressed in five or six different colors LT °f °pinlon- For instance,
opinion It is not a matter of opinion We know rh °“e toaD U is * "““ter of 
which is good taste, and which is not r L m tbere are certain lines laid down

Mr. Holtbrmann : The advantage is this * nr;„0 • ‘

^£ra-12tiiZ2atctters.-i»-'« « - a
me he would be nearly as much out of his placeasi iVeie F* il 8trik<*
of the dry goods man. His taste may be good in his li™ .p,a=ed » ;the show window

■ uLT the highest point, but when he comes to'ton^h be ,ol,owa he
knowledge of no experience, what may you expect 1 ^ that whlch he has no
source from which the discussion has arise/to-nich^and Th my 1 ""derstand the
to st, or I would have been on my feet long before thisÜ the slightest objection
ont w,th regard to the number of judges. I have bn fnn . M been an idea thrown
your representative, and I am not at all sorry thhTmJ? • ® °r otherwi«> in being 
committee splinted to regulate these MttenVnt thTiJ ^ r 1 ‘fied before »* 

ie dollars and cents were not there to pay them.* The Fruit rf* * 1 “ujdn’t Ket them, 
committee that was representing them sat there on nn m 6 ®row®** Association, the
™™.nui.to,h,i,ri;ht.gd4Sg Lm .r^rlS;.'i?d Ta b"“" *°d *«»
ame up. I have been on as most of you know for Hnm« ^ mBtter of judges

you only get the judgment of one man after all When^w M Were two of u* 
judgment of one man as a mle, it could not be otherwise • when U Was only the
ment one had to yield to the other, and hence you only h^d iL We dlsagreed ™ judge- 
when done with. If you can get three you hJve the ind„ h! jadgment of one man 
time. Perhaps they do not fully agree either, but iUs thenTxTbes lh° “ the testing 

Mr. Holt„man„ : When you have three a man is open * ^

ce in
think they ha 
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Mr. Pickett : I found that means were scarce, and these gentlemen sitting on my 
right and left—the Fruit Growers and the Oheese and Butter men—they had each one 
judge. The discussion was taken up by them as well as us as to the number of judges, 
and they said right before ns very plainly that from the time they adopted one judge they 
had better satisfaction than heretofore. Knowing whom I was likely to recommend as a 
judge, that he was a man who feared no man, I said to Mr. Hill, » G've us the $5 and 
we will take one judge for the year.” I think there was an impression previously in some 
quarters that it would have been better if we had more on the committee. Mr. Hill 
told me plainly that even now when we have done the prize list will be taxed. The 
result was Mr. Hoshal had sickness in his home and he could not come ; and the 
next on the list was asked and he came. The best was done, I presume, that could 
be done under the circumstances. I think the exhibitors under existing circumstances 
were very patient with what was done. I am sure if I were a judge I would prefer 
three rather than one. As to the matter of an artist, I think I have explained to 
you why I think these outside men would be a failure.

M
constie 
man it 
shut u;

M
be won 
tuted b 
agricul

M
wrong.
encoure

M
I said t

Mr. Holtkrmann : I simply put that resolution because I wanted a show ot 
hands, and the President asked me to put it in the form of a motion. I am not at 
all anxious to press it, but I want to say this, that the very argument Mr. Pickets 
uses condemns him in that. He says it wants a practical man. Now, that clause read 

the neatest and most attractive exhibit,” and does not refer to the quality at all- 
That prize is given so as to make that exhibit attractive to visitors, and for that 
very reason a man who goes in just 
who can do it better than the bee-keeper.

Mr. Gbmmrll : I second the motion for the sake of a show of hands.

Qi
inch 1

Mi
and in I 
are ban

Mivisitor would, and judges it, he is theas a man thin om
Mi

an inch 
There it 
honey i:

Mr. Darling : Before you put that I won'd like to ask Mr. Holtermann a ques
tion. Are we to understand that he infers that bee-keepers are as a rule void of any 
appreciation of art 1 3

MrMr. Holtermann : Not at all. A man may be a good judge, but there are many 
men who think they are good judges of art and are not. That is what I mean to say.

The motion was lost.

as to an 
the inch 
would ni

Mr. Gemmbll : As I brought up the other matter I would like it understood I may 
some day be an exhibitor. Of course if I can get the best honey I can afford to buy I 
want to know, but I want it understood that it is an honest transaction. There is a 
great deal of talk about it. If it is understood it is right to do it, it is right enough 
and if it is wrong let it be decided. 6 ’

Mr
Mr

between 
uncap ai 
is harde 
out of tl 
other di 
in the ei

fTT\Mr. Evans: I think that it is a question we should not waste time over here A 
exhibiting must exhibit under the rule of the Society offering the prize. If the 

Society lays down the rule that the party must produce the article exhibited there can be 
no question as to the right or wrong of following the regulation. I do not think 
make it right or wrong by any resolution we may come to here,

Mr. Frith : If the Toronto Exhibition is soliciting our aid in making the displays 
have we not a right to advise, or have something to say, in regard to the nature in which 
it is made 1

man

Thewe can
Mr.

leave the 
out past

A A
Mr. Evans : If you wish to pass a resolution advising any particular Society or 

all Societies to do away with that rule it is all right. 1
Mr. Davison : I think no Agricultural Society would take that out of their rules.
Mr. Couse : If they did this with honey why would they not do it with anything 

else 1 You cannot borrow your neighbor’s cow as a rule. 3 “
Mr. Holtermann : But you can buy it.

Mr.
come to i 
sooner tl

Mr.
thicknesi

Mr.
without iMr. Couse : That is a different thing. I really believe there is no Agricultural 

Society that would knock that rule out. ^ Mr.
uncap se 
eighth pi
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i my 
one 

Igeg, 
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“ '■ »““■« him w7.„*

Mr. Heise : I think Mr. Holtermann has 
wrong. If the p nciple is wrong, then it is 

irage that evil
I .aidMtLtTi^N«Jn wYstrÏon tïe st!iX?onïcLntToLmmaQhere °“ that

Question : Which is the best for

ishut up.

some
Hill
The

. the
ould admitted to-night that the principle is 

an evil; why open the door wide andnces 
refer 
d to

r ot extracting, thick or thin combs—say ljor 1$inch 1it at
iketg and Ia my extr“ctinR supers I use one comb less than in my brood nest

thin one. ^ CUBY8LBR' Chatham : 1 find » tbicker comb e,facts much easier than a

ead
all-

that
man

There is a great advantage in uncapping; the frame is not in the way ° ram<,‘
honey in the same number of combs, a.,d it facilitates the work in extracting.
„„ . Mr- MoEvoy : We can go sometimes a little too far in the thickness, 
as to make some of them 1| inch. I am turning them all into wax T dn Kott 
the inch or 1$ inch. As to projecting out pasr, that is right • it is h»ndv t Cr wltb 
would not use the Hoffman frame for extracting ; it sticks out ; it is in the road*1^'

Mr. Evans : I am with you there.

[ues-
any You get more

I went bo farlany
say.

may 
ay I 
is a 
ugh, >»«-«- £*«iïzz.J T hrcx^rrth.'£uncap as easily as the thick combs. Outside of the fact that the frame s inï rîd^t 

is harder work to take the cappings off the thin combs. Some say thev eet mnL h ^ 
out of the comb; I do not care whether I ge, it out of oneTmb twV The« ,s a7 
other difficulty you have to guard against, and that is, a thick comb will bulge the screen 
in the extracting basket, and so it might get out of place. ®

The President : The

A
the
i be

to the question would then be in favor of thick comb.
l A«MSTR0Nal: There ar,‘-a few here who condemn the Hoffman frame
leave them far enough apart it will do away with the projection, 
out past the proj1 ction, will it not 1

can answer

If you 
The comb will standays,

lich
A Member : Yes.
Mr. McEvoy : That is all right, but sometimes it stands out a little past it and von 

come to it in a hurry with a knife and that shoulder sticks out there l would a little 
sooner that was out of the road. 0U “ a llttle

■ or

86.
... E- Dickenson, North G'anford : Do you not get the frames 
thickness when you use the Hoffman ?

ling more of the same

Th” “** 'V™ ““ “lc*p ,bick “"b* ™ >e~ lime lb»,i voe c„
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REPORT OF INSPECTOR OF APIARIES.

Bt Wm. McEvot, Woodburn.

vv „DaIing L898 1 viAk!r bce •Vardfl in the counties of E*ex, Middlesex, Huron Grev 
Vie nria °n’l SUUC°e’ Duffer,n JNorfolk. Wettwortb, Lincoln, Peel, York, ntario and 
\ ictoria. I examined one hundred apiaries and fourd foul brood in thirty t o of them 
Nearly every bee-keeper that had foul brood in his apiary wrote me private letters aboui 
it, and working on the rule of doing to others as 1 would like to be done by, I treated Til 
such etters as if they were marked strictly private, and always will. By working along 
this line in a quiet way and helping the owners of the diseased apiaries to cure theif 
colonies I have been able to find out more about who had foul brood in their beevardS 
than could or will ever be found out in any other way. 8

Mr.
the propr 
selves ou 
the time 
to get rid

Mr.
foul broo

Mr.
hives, it 
but what

Mr.
1 am veiy much pleased with the way the owners took hold, and cured their apiaries, 

and particularly so with two that were cured by two ladies in the county of SimZ 
These two ladies did the best work in the shortest time that I 7 06
two of the worst foul broody apiaries that I ever handled.

Scarcely one week ever passes that I do not receive more or less letters asking 
questions about foul brood and dead brood of other kinds. 1 have also received verf 
many samples of combs with dead brood in, and about seven out of every ten oftheZ 
were genuine toul brood. The most of the letters and samples of comb with decayedsstîœ - •* «*•»

themselve
Mr.

I did wit 
I have es 
will tell > 
had any b 
to the soi 
be used i 
may have 
foul brooc 
just as lo 
right or £

Mr. J
Mr. I 

excluders i 
to what an

Mr. I
Mr. J

ever had done, and with

About how long would foul brood lie in a colony before it will become very bad with

™”ch h°7 llU.1.e of ,the kon®yi was diseased. The honey to bacorne diseased* must be 
stored brst in cells where foul brood matter had dried down, and when any honey is 
removed from such diseased cells to cells partly filled with sound honey it will disease it

* '0|“? j“ “ ""i”"1»- » -h. Mr. I 
in the bror 
super, and 
carry it fre 
colony 1

amount of diseased

, i*TnVMr G®m,uin 0U«t t part °! the time- and he inspected fifteen apiaries and SI end,8eTT !T* hf66 °f thH7- 1 ,am very much pleased to say that neither Mr
oïSs-d7.ve\ b̂rc:Toddosr1 co,ony- We fo,ind ai1 ^ ^ ^ *

Mr. M 
that also, 
scald them 
that are di 
worth of t 
you have 
brood in tl 
Make wax

Mr. D
Mr. M 

foul comb a 
I think he 
yard, and i 
this fancy r

Mr. Fi 
medium in

Mr. M 
I had it in

. .It,belleV0 that *he Provkince «{Ontario has less diseased apiaries for the numbers 
kept than any country in the world, ,udging by the number of letters I have receive”

Mr Atkinson: You visit a yard where they have foul brood, and the 
will look after it. Do you take his word for it ?

Mr. McEvot : I do not wish to dispute any man’s word, but I do not take any 
mans word It I do not visit them in a reasonable time I come back another day 

Mr. Frith : You are satisfied that the foul brood is decreasing 1
Mr. McEvot : Yes, and I believe if we had not an Inspector people would 

to the.conclusion there was none. What I did get I got in a private wav 
1890 there were only three days from May to November*1 had noPt foul brood.

Mr. Hutchison : You examined how many 1 
Mr. McEvoy : About 160. 

the dogs ; it was the first break-in.

man says he

come
In

It was like this, the whole Province was going to

Mr. Davison : I very much approve of this gentleman receiving the letters in 
confidence o those who have the disease, and it would be a much better plan "f it 
was known that that was the method adopted. p *

L-. \,

* o
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the proprietors of apiarieslioVto tre&Tth^Trf, wherev,er the inspector has gone and shown 
selves out of the difficu tv anÎther time l hT’ *" “T ProPri6t°ra * help them- 
the time may come that we w”ll not a “ ed"etor 88 W(>11 »s inspector;
to get Hd of the disease himself and help his nefghWs do thetmT" kD°W h°W

foul broodA?RMSTRONG 1 1 W°a,d like t0 Mk Mr' McEvoy how he treats the hives with

rey,
and
am.
out li
all

wv«M; ”c,fgr.o LirztrCdini11 “t,- , “ « « » b,„ ,h,bat .ha, it if ri«h, iTtoj;. “ “ "eh‘ to »= b.™ I d. not t„„.

Mr. Holtermann : The bees 
themselves 1

mg
eir
rde

can clean themselves, but the hives
cannot cleaniesi

I didMwithM ti;V°hiveT1Tdo not t ,This gentleman asked me what

I have saved over $200 worth of nnmh» * W1 ^e. ^ive '> I go further than that, 
will tell you how it can be done If you hav^LT^ °f and I
had any brood reared in them extract "the h e> hnght, clean, new combs, that never

? -« r- “r'Æird^r *"ïWk

foul breed matter dried down 1 ,tm Jil.T f- °1 Comba th»t have had
just as long as the comb lasts it will stay there™ And ’’su'h "X °f the diaeaae- and 
right or fit to use Y ‘ And 8uch 03mba never be made

oe-
ith

ng
ry
186
ed
in

th
y- Mr. Atkinson : What will be the mark ?at

«dits: g,t e:."7 r r£«hrnot q°’e"to what an extent it would have to go. g f boiling hives yon see
W

>8
is Mr. Frith : HowM „ _ are ?ou 8°ing to detect whether the honey is diseased

Mr. McEvoy : What is stored in the stain marked cells.

» ,h,M^or:™»^tk„7b.“toi°c b°r » •—
super, and we know the bees will then ™rrv hr,,, • ,° ,.thn we Put on the extracting

it or not ?

d

1

o Ilr. McEvoy : I said that stores that 
that also. It is the same thin» Th v “7 “°Ved *r°m other cells would disease 
scald them all you like but I^ook on VtHfoll"04 r**? o' , Y°U can boil them and

that are dry-7 do not care how foul Lhi™7' , f bHght- clean- °ew combs, worth of them I will do it C 7,! hl 1 C8n aave 7°= «50 or $100
'"’..nlv,»." stain-roar bed h.°e°g=7to

Mr. Diokbnson : How do you clean it up 1

h^’ “dTtel!th.UndTr i7ewkwee°kse

s* “rA* TLLtLVt szr ir;this fancy mess, but it did not show up, and if it did I could treat it. k

a possibility of this bacteria getting into its

i

Mr. Frith : Is there not 
medium in the future? proper
I hadMit in finVy°YoutWof h6d 1 had twentyth™

years ago.

X
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Mr. Sparling : Did you leave those hives out in the air and sun 1 
not believe that hive could

Mr. McEvor : Yes, they were out for a week I did
"■ “d 1 1 Si- H • pre.-y T.,,,,1*,;

rsrrctr- ^ « - - -
o, th. lit ney ,.,„l r^iV'.’ÎTp^lü fiin0 “'di"“

Mr. Boomer : I would like to ask if there is not
Mr. McEvor : I suppose there is, and 

Where larvae have been reared in the 
a silk thread, I think that would be
it to my S^EarirS MpriîgTwas^lLTZ 86id his J™t brought 
he thought he bad foul brood. ?I found one Mve had Zd ®!, V®8 8 man had 1)1 which 
sitting there for the other bees to clean un If/Ji d the78,d’ and tlB had left it
would be corrupted with it, but on examination I ;Xfd tha,t a11 the ^ he had 
there were only a few cells in each of them that an^Lred”* X ‘Y Tf® atfected’ and 
of the colonies was weak, and I room mended him fn Zhi ^7® foul brood in One 
and then doubled those two colonies up and he wanted^ k® Up; aud we th«re 
the colony on Mr. McEvoy’s plan /said I would * d Xü the exPerlence of curing 
honey flow, and we would pu^ tlL thrZh the n 27® r^ *\°Ut the time of 
the bees ofl the comb then I could find no^ncreaL ZT / Tv1 back’ and on «baking 
had brought up well and become a strong* colony ^I‘couîd a"b°n«b th* hi/e
brood as 1 had detected nearly two months before' On «b VZZv detect 88 much foul 
I said, I could not detect any, and I feared 1 had been th® u®68 °ff the comb8’ 08
brood aside to hatch out, and went back aeain in th miataken ; but when we set that 
then I found I had been corre in the sprZ^ X theX""*® °? “ littIe 0V0r thre« weeks, 
only, and I got the idea perhaps it might not be a Îery yTrulenttype C®118' “d 8 few

in had been fed to the larvseXnit’ wouM^pread^ f* th® new hon<7 coming
how long it will be before it will breakout Zs i .^t many letters wanting to know 
where there are only two or three or h.?f a doûn cefl th X- 8,1 dePe“d- T»ke

that precaution and disinfect it. At the present timeX-*41 troablethat we ohould use 
do not agree. Mr. Harrison, the bacteriologist at the O AC PT°tical experience 
questicn of tool brood for some years from a bacterinln^ ^ h,M 1been «‘«dying this
found the germ of the disease in the egg I will candi!» 8l*ndPomt. I know he has 
foul brood I do not understand. I spfak rather „! S' ^ t,here are ‘hinge about 
scientific, but I believe this Association shoîïd not “st satifiEd !-Tdpoint than the 
science with practical experience. Is it net possible rhle Untl1 we can reconcile
carelessness, it may not be transmitted in some of X chanL,™ We attribnte a d^ase to 
the present moment 1 tbe channels we do not understand at

a difference in foul brood 1 
a great deal of difference too this far

« Attic*"-

Mr. MoEvo. : Wh.p Ih. roientl.t, .te.d „ a , t
Mr. He,.,™ : Ih., do...-, „.k. M „ bo,h ^ ’ '

Iti. “«M» b“.7‘018‘h“ld h0~' “l“ - ShU brad hi™ b. boiled h*»,

summer, because I could not 
they put half water with it and

ntly by a chemist 
runs something like this.

Mr. McEvor : I never recommend it from the first 
trust the people. I have never had any trouble when 
bring it to a sharp bubbling boil. 3 “
in regard toThis'bLtork ’ÎEaXoï gi™
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DIRECTORS' REPORT.

n„. Xou.r Directors are agaio pleased to be able to report that the Bee keenera
go^TopofhX8 7 Pr08PerOUS 8e680n' ther0bei“«“ fair increae6etbkreand

- pétrit rr£ - ““bM» - "j -
The finances of the Association are in a 

in the hands of the treasurer.

Pl6*f m6m>r 0f the AM°ciation has received a copy of the Canadian 
Journal month|y dnrln8 the year, and also a copy of the Annual Report.

w "8”el/ranî®yere ™»dy «° the Toronto Industrial Exhibition Association the
Western Fair Association of Tendon and the Canada Central Fair at Ottawa.
of oJtanA. ^ eX^nded in compli»nce with the Agriculture and Arts Act

There was an appropriation of $200 to the affiliated societies to be 
accordance with the By-laws of this Association.

satisfactory condition, there being a balance

be expended in 

W. Couse, Secretary.
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FF"--
bacteria, It seems to me it baHnh! H/ ? 80m,’ honrs le88ened the vitality of the

ho„,„. wSBTSt iïï for ”™,J
Mr. Holtbrmann : Would it not altogether depend on what kind of bacteria itwas ?

am inWesïdTn Vn„?T°!. 8* m the 6xact data> and 1 cannot vouch for the 
have been destro/ed thiWear ^aCreT V°7I more coloni<s m my own apiaries than 

This gentleman referred to “ a few cells7 “ Some sel C°^ag,,0U8 P?rt of the disea8e'

tL prJ: r1 - sr --r^r,.ra",.w£other years, and it s nossible 7 that acld « ™«ch greater in the bee than

«d 4^-”' o»u.g.,
the meetings of the Fvnorimonf in* 6 cl^>.mvitec* the members to attend any of 
«h. open meeting kTL », .Zw" °° “ ““ “*•» “d P"™'"'?

exactness. I

cure

REPORT OF SAN JOSE SCALE COMMITTEE.
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HONEY FOR MARKET.

By R. F. Holtkrmann, Brantford.
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comb honey however, he has to give with the honey 120 sections at a cost of about 
60 cent®> enough thin super foundation to fill 120 sections, 73 cents ; ten comb honey 
crates, $1.00, a total of $2.23. In large quantities this may be diminished somewhat, 
but with a beginner this is not far astray. The cost of material which has to go with the 
sections is then just about 2£ cents per section. The moment a man places a value on 
comb and extracted honey, he runs the risk of having someone trample on him, but I 
believe that the interests of many demand that this subject should be taken in hand, and 
if any of the figures given are not satisfactory, you can do your figuring on a basis satis
factory to yourselves. First-class comb honey in this Dominion of our is selling all the 
way from $1.00 per dozen sections to $2.50, the price varying according to season, 
locality, honey-crop, etc , or running from 8A to 21 cents per section ; when you deduct 

cents from that it leaves from (ij to 18 J cents per section. In the tens of thousands 
of pounds of comb honey our company has handled, and many more transactions I know 
of, I have yet to hear of a case where the seller was paid for his comb honey crates. 
Hirst-class extracted honey sells in Canada at 6 to 15 cents per pound, more frequently 
at 6 cents when purchased in large quantities, such as 1,000 to 5,000 pounds, and a comb 
honey at 11 cents. The difference thus far on first-class honey is i to 2 J cents per 
pound ; but have we considered the entire difference of cost î I think not. Those who 
consider that in production 70 pounds of comb honey is equal to 100 pounds of extracted 
honey, are considered by the majority of bee-keepers as over estimating the ratio of comb 
honey ; many more say that it is 50 to 100 pounds. I am inclined to believe that with 
the best management the first is right, but with a bee-keeper not thoroughly experienced, 
or not having time to apply his knowledge, it may be even less than the latter ; but taking’ 
the ratio of 70 to 100 pounds, 100 pounds of extracted would bring generally $6, 
while the 70 pounds of comb honey would generally bring $8.40. With 21 cents 
deducted, which is the cost of foundation, sections, and crates, this leaves $7.30, a difference 
of 30 cents. For the sections must be folded, the foundation put in supers, wedged up 
and put on. These supers must not be put on too soon, lest the bees spoil the foundation 
and soil the sections. Increased care must be taken, and with every caution there will 
be a greater tendency to swarm, a snag against which beginners and other bee keepers 
are so likely to run.
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In extracting, we have the honey to take out and the empty combs to replace. To 
offset this in comb we have the bees to drive out of the sections, the comb to scrape, the 
grading, the nailing of the comb honey crates and the packing.

If the above figures are correct, it does not pay to produce comb honey with the 
present market différence. If the figures are not correct I trust the above will give 
food for thought, and everyone can adjust prices to his own condition.

Thus far we have referred to first class comb honey, but we know that the beginner 
and the man busy with other departments in life, cannot give his bees the close attention 
necessary to produce first-class honey. Consequently he produces comb, poorly filled, 
travel stained, light and dark mixed, with the result that it increases the cost per pound 
of sections and foundation with anything but a corresponding increase in the price of the 
product, and the producer becomes the loser. We might leave such a man to his fate, 
but our Association receives a Government grant, and we receive it to benefit bee-keepers’ 
generally. But this cull comb honey receives much greater attention than it merits. 
Market quotations appear to glory in giving the lowest prices, and if in Toronto, 
Montreal, or some other cities a few culls have been sold at 6| cents per pound, the 
public without explanations, see in the press that comb honey is selling at from 6£ cents 
to —• The tendency of this is to depress prices ; few men can resist a low offer" when 
told that some one is selling at that price. I know individuals may be in a position to 
say they keep up prices, but the question is, are my statements in the main correct I 
And if they are is it not in everyone’s interest to discourage the production of inferior 
comb honey 1
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Having made an effort to throw some light on the relative profit in the production 
of comb and extracted honey, let me say, in producing comb honey for the market it ia 
desirable to keep colonies strong, to know when the supers should go on and when theyl
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should come off. In going through the country I have time and again seen sections on 
the hives, even fri shly put on, when there was not the slightest hope that the bees would 
do anything with them. I have seen them on colonies so weak that they could not take 
care of a full brood chamber, to say nothing of these supers, and, producing surplus honey 
suitable for market. While we find such frequently the case, these errors can be com
paratively < asily avoided. To prevent inferior honey from being stored in the sections 
is, however, more difficult. The bringing from the brood chamber into the super inferior 
honey, and the storing of early honey, can be avoided, first by shifting and uncapping 
honey, compelling the bees in strong colonies to convert dark honey into brood If the 
bees require luore room than the brood chamber affords, the extracting supers should be 
put on, and if there is any spare energy let the bees pull out sheets of foundation Combs 
thus newly built offer an excellent opportunity for watching the color of the honey com- 
ing in from day to day, and at the opening of clover just as soon as the bees cease 
bringing in (or up) dark honey, the sections are put on. To avoid cull sections to vards 
the close of the season, we then change to extracted honey. This system has been the 
most satisfactory to us. Although we depend upon buckwheat as a crop, we do not con
sider, if it can be avoided, that it pays to finish with dark honey sections having a 
considerable quantity of light honey.
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In extracting honey a little too much does less harm than not enough. Two or even 
three supers on one hive can be used to great advantage, and this additional investment 
will do much to help the bee-keeper to decrease the cost of production. In running for 
extracted honey the danger of having dark honey carried up from the brood chamber is 
greater than with comb honey. To watch the extracting supers at the opening of the 
season would result in much less inferior honey being put upon the market, 
extract a little early honey then, than have a lot of well ripened dark honey. Even 
during mixed and unfavorable s isons a fairly good article can be secured by holding 
each extracting comb up to the light as it is taken in hand, and at the first extracting 
uncapping only such combs as show the light color through the capping. The practice of 
exposing a large surface of honey in so called ripening cans placed in an ordinary tem
perature, is in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred altogether wrong. The honey becomes 
thinner rather than thicker. A simple test can be made of this by taking a plate, putting 
upon it a layer of honey one-sixteenth inch thick. The honey set out in the atmosphere 
generally becomes thinner. If it takes up moisture on the plate, it will be almost sure 
to do so in the open can. This is contrary to the opinions of those I have met thus far, 
but it can easily be tested. Seasons vary it is true, but after the close of the honey 
season there is generally a considerable quantity of moisture in the atmosphere.
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Too much time has already been taken, but we must study our markets, and put our 
produce in the most acceptable and reliable shape. While catering to the demand for 
very small packages, we should do everything in our power to discourage them. There 
may be several reasons accounting for the fact, but when honey was at least not less in 
price, 5, 10, 20, pounds and even greater sized packages were generally used, and the 
very small packages were unknown. Neither the consumer nor the producer has gained 
anything by this. Comb honey not well attached to the woo l should be sold at home, 
otherwise it may disappoint everyone connected with it.

There is at the present time talk of a European market for honey ; should this 
develop, then, more than ever, will it be necessary to aim at a higher standard of perfec
tion in the article. Such a course would result in a wonderful expansion in our home 
market.
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I have of necessity had to leave much unsaid, but the sooner the idea is exploded that 
honey is simply honey and all of the same quality, the sooner the public know that it 
varies in quality just as much as butter, the better for everyone.

In closing let me say, a larger return for capital and labor expended means greater 
profit ; to secure the larger returns we want a greater quantity of produce, or a better 
article, or both ; and upon this the question of producing at a profit, or loss, hinges to a 
greater extent.
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Mr. G km mull: There is only one point I would like to touch on now, and that is 
regard to the quantity of comb and quantity of extracted honey. I think Mr. Holt

ermann says there is 70 per cent, of comb to 100 per cent of extracted honey. Some 
years that may be right, and some years wrong. 1 would like to hear the experience of 
some of those who have been a little more in that line.

™ Holtermann : In the paper I say that no one says that yrU can produce more 
than 70 pounds to 100 of extracted, and of course giving the benefit of the argument in 
that direction. Granting that you can get 70 pounds of comb, that puts it in the most 
favorable light for comparing comb aud extracted. But even if you can get 70 pounds 
of comb to 100 of extracted, it shows that there is not the profit in comb honey there is in
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Darling : I do not think he places the price low enough. In a town a little 
north of where I come from first-class comb honey is sold for 5 cents.

Mr. Davison : I think there is 
comb honey to extracted.

le
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te difference than he says in the amount ofeven more
n-
a Mr. Holtermann : Your idea is that there is less profit in the production of comb 

honey than I have stated 1
Mr. Davison : Yes.
Mr. A E. Hoshal (Beamsville) : Do I understand that is by weight or by section t

Holtermann : 1 am figuring by weight. My idea is to discourage ever? begin
ner who thinks he wants to go into comb honey,

Mr. Chrysler: The young bee-keeper will find more difficulty in disposing of his 
extracted horey on the start, at least, than he would of comb honey. It would probably 
discourage him in that way. J

Mr. h kith : Mr. Holtermann’s comparisons and ratios are pretty nearly correct 
according to past experience of producers of honey. There was another point with regard 
to the local markets for honey. Mostly every bee-keeper will find he can sell in his loca
lity more comb honey than extracted, and this would have something to do with the 
profits of the honey in his locality.
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EXTRACTING WAX.

By F. A. Gemmell, Stratford.

In regard to the rendering of wax, I have nothing new to offer. Anything I have 
is a combination of what others have been carrying out for some years past. Several 
yeare ago I had quite a number of combs to melt, and I had made up my mind that all 
the wax had not been secured out of the rendering of combs by any process I then knew. 
I had been practising the plan generally followed by most people; that is, crushing the 
old combs in cold water, and allowing them to remain for 24 or 48 hours in order that 
the cocoons and pollen contained in them would be saturated with cold water and not so apt 
to take up any of the wax when the combs were put into hot water. Bruising the combs as 
I have told you, they were placed in an ordinary gunny sack, and put in a boiler of 
hot water and sunk to the bottom of it by placing a frame work on top ; underneath 
there was a framework also. After boiling for a certain time the wax would rise to the 
top, and it ^as skimmed off ; and I have thought that I did not get all the wax by that 
process I should get, because I always found some refuse in the comb remains. Having 
a few more combs to melt a year or two ago, I thought I would try some other process.
I found that the solar wax extractor was no use for old combs, for the simple reason that 
as soon as the wax melted the cocoons would absorb a certain amount of the wax as well 
as the pollen. That refuse was put to one side and kept for experiment later on. Then 
I tried the experiment of using a steam wax extractor. I hai spoken to Mr. Hall about 
it, and he had used the same extractor, that is, one such as you will find illustrated in the
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A B.C. Book, and in fact it waa once called the Jonea Steam Extractor. Mr. Hall 
thought he could get all of the wax out of the combs he considered worth taking out. I 
was not quite sure of that, and I got one of the steam extractors made and tried it. I 
was not satisfied with it, so I resolved I would bring some pressure to bear. I tried the 
three different ways. I first got the press made. It is a simple thing. First of all there 
is just a wooden frame, and two iron uprights ; and across the top of the apparatus there 
is a wooden bar, and an ordinary jackscrew put in at the top, so that by turning this 
screw it would go down and bring pressure to bear on whatever was under it. We had 
to have an ordinary scouring tin pan about 14 inches square and 4 inches deep, and 
there was a lid to it ; that was set down on the wooden platform. On top of that was set 
a wooden mat. This mat was made of slats, such as you have seen in these ordinary 
window blinds. The slats were |-incn high and about ^ inch wide, and a quarter of an 
inch apart. This mat sat right down on the bottom of this tin pan. On top of the mat 
we used a frame that was made of ÿ-inch stuff, and just set inside of this tin tray. After 
that was put on top of the wooden mat a piece of gunny sacking was spread over all, 
and a quantity of combs that had been melted on the stove was poured in on the gunny 
sacking, not in a bag but just a plain piece of sacking. Then the gunny sacking was 
folded on top again and tucked along the edges of the wooden frame. There was a fol
lower of 2-inch plank having n piece of iron on top. There was another small mat laid 
on top of the gunny sacking similar to the one underneath, and then this wooden follower, 
this 2-inch plank, was laid ou top cf that again. Then pressure was brought to bear, 
and as we pressed we found we could force both wax and water out into the tin pan 
underneath. But of course we did not get all the wax out that way. We still pressed 
and found we could get nearly every particle forced down m between these spaces in the 
wooden mat and the mat up above. After it was kept there 15 or 20 minutes we would 
sometimes pour in cold water, in order to get it cool quicker. After that we would take 
the screw out and lift off the follower and take out our top mat, and we would find this 
wax seemed to be forced through into this place. Sometimes the wax was a little col
ored with pollen, and underneath we would find the same thing, and we would roll the 
mat up and scrape lot g strips of wax out from the mats. We found by trying that pro
cess we could get a great deal more wax. We would get about an average of one-third 
more wax from the combs melted in the solar extrader or from the combs melted by the 
steam extractor, but we would not get as much from the combe that were boiled in the 
water. It seems to me that in using the steam extractor for a time the wax would 
come out very freely, but as it got near the bottom the cocoons and the pollen seemed to 
prevent all the wax coming out. There would be more wax come out than if you boiled 
it. It seemed when the wax was boiled, that the wax being so much lighter than the 
water would come to the top more freely, and there seemed to be less contained in it, so 
that I did not really lose as much by the old process as I thought. We found that we 
could by the boiling and using the press afterwards get about three pounds of wax out 
of eight combs, that is old combs that were may be five or six years of age. That is 
a great deal more, I think, from what I can learn, than usual.

Mr. Chrysler : Have these tests you have been making been on old refuse or 
have they been from old combs!

Mr. Gemmrll : Old combs. I took no refuse that had been boiled, but one or two 
parties that had refuse that had been through the steam extractor seemed quite satisfied 
they had gotten all the wax out. Mr. Hall was one. He said he got very tine wax, and 
believed he got mostly all the wax out of the combs. He asked me how 1 had gone about 
it, and he said I differed very little from him in that he melted the combs in a pan of 
water on the stove before he put them in the steam wax extractor at all. Mr. Newton 
followed the same process. After I had concluded my experiments I asked Mr Newton 
if he would give me a little of his refuse to see what I could do with it. I got 20 pounds, 
and we put it on the stove and heated it, and poured it into the press, and got out of it 
7 pounds 2 ounces of wax. My boy went down there to learn to make comb foundation, 
and he took this press of mine down there to convince Mr. Hall that there was something 
in it, and Mr. Hall said he was more eager to find out about that press than to make the 
foundation.
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Mr. Atkinson : Did I understand 
out of 8 frames 1

Mr. Gemmbll : Eight combs.
Mr. Atkinson : Would these combs be made from starters 1
Mr. Gemmell : Full sheets of foundation, 

out of 96 com 1)8 there
Mr. Hutchison : 

extractor or boiled ?

km ™ .““"«'of 1 tbe w‘r °' boil“* "d 1 «°1

you to say you could get 3 pounds of beeswax

You might not get that from all, but 
average of three pounds per hive of wax.

Before you put this refuse in the press is it run through the steam
was an

.«d “i 10 telt
Mr. Gemmell : It is not necessary if you use the press. I wanted to find out how 

much wax I had been losing by the old plan. If you melt the combs and put them 
through the press what you do not get by the steam extractor you get by the press.

Mr. Hall : I simply get up to state a fact. I told Mr. Gemmell that I thought 
he could not get any wax out of my refuse. We put it in a Jones extractor and stirred 
it until we thought we got the wax out. We tipped it out, and he was so sanguine I had 
not got it cut, and I was pretty positive I had, that he wanted me to send up some refuse 
o see how much he could get out. 1 thought he was too sanguine to be trusted in the 

transaction, and I said, ‘‘No ; you send the press down to me, and if I like it I will get 
one, too As he says, his boy came down with the machine, and we tested it, and we 
g° B lot of very nice wax out of that stuff that had been lying around for four or five 
months on the ground. We then tested some from the combs, and we got veiy nearly 
third more after we took out all we could by the boiling process. We got one third more 
wax than what we got out in the common way. I sent that wax extractor home, and we 
sent down to the wagon shop and got the iron made and the crosspieces and the follower, 
and it laid aside until last week, when I commenced to build it up. It will be done when 
1 go home ready for operation. In the past I did not like to melt our old combs because 
we got so little wax for so much trouble that I let them be. I have only one improve- 
ment to Mr. Gemmell’s. His sits on the floor or box, and if you pull it to one side it 
slips. I put four iron pieces on to that to screw it to the floor ; that is the only improve- 
labor toi ™ade’ a“d a11 1 think ia necessary. It will cost you $1 60, besides your

Mr. Gemmell : Mine cost about $2.
Mr. Smith : I would just like to ask Mr. Gemmell, I understood he got three pounds 

of wax from eight frames 1
Mr. Gemmell : Yes.
Mr. Smith : How much wax would be in the foundation 1 
Mr. Gemmell : About a pound and a half.
Mr. Holtermann : Wouldn’t you be inclined to think it was fairly heavy founda

tion to begin with 1
Mr. Gemmell : It might ; 1 wouldn’t like to say. That is what we got. We did 

not take one hive. We took 96 combs, and that was the result. We kept count of the 
wax we boiled out and the amount we pressed out.

Mr. Hall : It is very soft wax.
Mr. Smith : I did not think there would be so much added. There must be 

or less absorbed in the cocoons.
more

Mr. Gemmell: This pressure seems to press everything out through the gunny sacking.
Mr. Newton : I am glad Mr. Gemmell has brought out the point he has I think 

it was two years ago we had a long discussion on the same line, and it did not seem as
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Mithough we could get much light on the subject. I have done a good bit of melting of old 
combs, and I thought I could get a pretty good percentage, though I never was certain I 
I got it all. After Mr. Gemmell was up to see me the refuse was out in the garden, and 
he asked if I would give it to him. He sent for it, and the return he told me was seven 
pounds two ounces out of the 21 pounds of refuse. In making up some of Mr. Gemmell’s 
wax this year into foundation, I might say, it was nice wax that was taken out by that 
process, and although a little bit soft it worked very nice. 1 am sure as bee-keepers we 
have to thank Mr. Gemmoll for what he has brought before us. Although probably not 
new in a way, yet it is new to the bee-keepers of the Ontario Bee-keepers’ Association.
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very saiMr. Hoshal : I have been satisfied this long while that there was a very large pro

portion of wax in the best cleaned refuse we could get. Take ordinary refuse and look at 
it with the naked eye, and it has every appearance of being rubbish. If you will take 
that rubbish and put it under a glass and magnify it, you will see that it takes on an alto
gether different appearance—that instead of being a lot of refuse with a little wax in it, it 
is a great big lot of wax with just a little refuse in it to color it and deceive the naked eye.

Mr. Dickenson : My experience along that line is something like Mr. Hoshal’s I 
have always had considerable doubt that after extracting combs I got all the wax out. 
I was quite positive I had not, and to prove that I was quite positive I have got now a 
stock of this refuse stored away. I did not know whether I have been waiting for some 
man like Mr. Gemmell to discover something new, but I must say that, according to the 
explanation he has given us with regard to the pressure be brings to bear on that hot 
refuse, I have no doubt I can get considerable wax out of this stock of refuse, So I shall 
be very glad to try that process.
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extractor for a while, and was dissatisfied with it. Through Mr. McEvoys influence I 
furnished with the pattern of Mr. Alpaugh’s invention of the solar extractor. I 

made one, and was very pleased with that, In starting the fire one day with refuse it 
burned so freely that I made up my mind there was too much wax there to waste. So I 
gathered the refuse up in a box. I had no press to press it out, but l put it in some of 
this coarse sacking, and took two sticks and pressed it as well as 1 could with the sticks, 
and got about ten pounds of wax out of what had been thrown away. Still I was not

about his process, and I made up my mind my
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satisfied. My friend Gemmell told me 
refuse could lay there until I got a press.

Mr. Brown : It appears very plain to me that the paper before us is one of the 
most interesting we have had for some time. It goes to show that we are as a rule losing 
quite a quantity of what should be turned into hard cash ; that is, a large quantity of 
wax. I am using solar extractor, and from the discussion going on I must be losing at 
least one-third of the wax. 1 think this paper is worth a grod deal to the convention, 
and for my own part I mean to profit by it if possible and have a press.

Mr. Alpauoh : I have never used the solar wax extractor for melting old combs 
except where the combs were in a whole state, and getting them just to fit the basket, 
and setting them on edge so that as they melted it ran down through the base, and was 
not caught in any of the seams. I know I could get about all the wax out of the combs 
that way, but whether it came out from between the cocoons and the wall of the cell or 
not, I do not know. I would never recommend it for old comb, because the wax will 
collect in those cocoons and stay there unless it is got out by force. Even by the boiling 
process, Mr. Smith was telling me he got about all out ; he was sure the wax would rise 
to the top I told him it would not. You put so much wax in, and so much will come to 
the top, and so much will stay there.
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Mr. Smith : What weight did you get from eight combs 1
half from the combs—old black combs.Mr. Alpacgh: I only got a p>und and 

Mr. Gemmell : You would get more wax by using the press out of those. The 
thicker the cocoons, the more power required.
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Mr. Evans : In case of this process of squeezing out the wax becoming general and 
bee-keepers were to extract wax from foul broody hives, would there be any danger 
that parties would not boil it sufficiently ? / 8

,t
e

iit
Mr. Gemmell : \ou boil it first and squeeze it afterwards. If you use a steam 

extractor the steam would destroy it, but in using a solar extractor I do not think it is a 
very safe thing to do. After you get all the wax out you would have to boil the refuse)-
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HOW CAN WE MAKE OUR ASSOCIATION MORE USEFUL?t
B.

By J. K. Barling, Almonte. 

The above question is one that should interest

I
t.

the many ways in which we might hope to attain to greater usefulness. I shall divide 
these ways into two c astes, the positive and the negative, the doing and the refraining 
from doing, and I shall treat of the latter or negative side first.

We are not to consider our work done because we have succeeded fairly well in the 
past. It is true that some of the tasks have been fairly completed and some others well 
under way, but what we have accomplished only opens the way for other and in some 
cases better work. If we are to conduct the business of this Association for the benefit 
of the beekeeping industry at large, we must not come to these conventions as isolated 
individuals, and endeavor to make all things work together for our personal benefit • 
neither should we try to place personal friends in oflBcial positions unless they possess 
some other qualifications besides a desire to please. We must not allow ourselves to 
monopolize the precious time of these conventions in discussing abstract theories which 
are of no practical value to any person except those of a scientific turn of mind and of 
little use to them onljj as side lights on some other subject. Above all we must not per- ' 
mit personal matters and private bickerings to be discussed during business hours neither 
must we permit personal spleen—if you will allow the term—to influence our work for 
the public. A true soldier knows no enemies on the battlefield except the enemies of his 
country. We should all remember when we get here that individually we are only a 
part of this Association, one piece in a machine, and we are expected to do our part to 
the best of our ability and with the least possible friction. v
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to take part in all matters relating to advancement which may come before the Asso
ciation, if we have any facts in our possession that would aid in the work, doing so as 
briefly as possible, and then giving others an opportunity to do as we have done.

When we disperse let each of ns carry home with us a feeling of responsibility which 
will prompt us to do the best we can for the industry and for the Association as oppor
tunity may otter. Let us remember that in our own locality the work of the Association 
in that particular locality rests entirely upon us as individual members, and call to mind 
the watchword, “ England expects every man to do his duty.”

As an Association we have work enough to tax all our energies. If we would rise to 
the greatest heights attainable there are some things in our management that will have to 
be conducted on diflerent lines. In fact one or two should be almost revolutionized 
notably the manner of teleeling our officers—not the mode of electing them, with that Î
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find no fault. To quote phrases that have hr en repeated at these meetings, there appears 
to be a desire to “get new blood," to « pass the honors around,” and if one may judge by 
some of the selections it matters little where the “blood ” comes from or who may get he 
" honors," provided there is a change. This is utterly wrong, and will keep us down if it 
does not lead to ruin. Railway companies, banking institutions, agricultural societies, 
insurance companies, and all successful business corporations do just the reverse. W hen 
they succeed in securing a competent man for a responsible position they keep him there 
as lone as possible, no matter how many others would be willing to show what ey cou 
do if given a chance. We should do likewise. If we bave men who have made our 
meetings a greater success, and have given the country more for their money than others 
have done, put them back for as many terms as possible unless we are sure we have a 
better. To the winds with sentiment ; business is business ; the greatest good to the 
greatest number. One other thing just here. There have been members of this Associa
tion who have admittid that they have opposed a good man and set up an inferior indi l 
dual simply to gratify a bit of personal spite. How can we expect to prosper if such 
principles influence us in the selection ol our officers? If we wish to make our Associa- 
tion more useful we must have no more of this.

But what is the Association to do ? That is the question. I answer, much in 
different wavs. The Government has done much, and has spent money freely in the past, 
and I think it might be induced to do a little more, especially as it would add little or 
nothing to the expenses, We are trying to gauge the honey crop from year to year 
Efforts have been made to obtain an estimate of the number of colonies of bees in the 
country and the results have been very unsatisfactory. Gould we not induce the Govern
ment to have a column in the assessment roll for “colonies of bees, and have every 
individual on the roll give the number of colonies of bees in his possession In a 
way I believe we could succeed far better than at present. One other duty we have to 
face and that is the dissemination of knowledge—educating the public, if you lifee the 
term any better. There should be five or ten times as much honey consumed in the 
country as at present, and there is only one way to bring that about : Educate the public. 
When honey producers put a better article on the market, and consumers learn that honey 
is a food and not a luxury-that it is cheaper than good butter for a poor mans table— 
there will not be quite so much trouble in disposing of our crops.. This can be accom
plished cnly by education. How shall we do this? That is a question for this 
Association to decide ; also each individual member has his duty in this matter. I 
shall mention only one of the various ways which have presented themselves to me. 
Let us use the Farmers’ Institutes We have been asked to recommend men as lecturers. 
Here is a grand chance to reach both producers and consumers, as many farmers and 
laborers are consumers now, and it is hard to say how great an mcreasa there might be
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in the home demand. In the list of speakers for institute work for the^ present season
there are----- „ . . .
theme prepared. There is just oue prepared to speak

about eight prepared to speak on poultry, some three or four having no other 
lllem ui«pared. There is just oue prepared to speak on beekeeping, and I believe he 
has other subjects as well ; and, more, he is available for only about two weeks, while the 
Institute work covers a period of about three months.

As this raper is too long already I will drop a word of caution and have done. Do 
not send men out who have “ axes to grind ” if you can avoid it. There has been trouble 
already in Institute work mainly caused by such persons. Any suspicion on the part of 
an audience that a man is trying to talk money out of their pockets into his destroy» 
that man’s influence for goof, and directors of Institutes will not have him on the delega
tion if they can avoid it.

Mr Frith • This excellent paper touched the very vitals of the beekeepers’ 'Deten
tion. We are here as an Association. Perhaps a great number of us come with the 
expectation of getting a good deal of individual knowledge. There is another feature of 
it which becomes somewhat important. We are representatives of a vast number of 
beekeepers. according to the statistics which have been given here to day. hach mem er 
sitting here to day is the representative of about 2 000 beekeepers in the Province of 
Ontario. We are here to guard the interests as far as we possibly can of beekeeping in
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general, and when we become members of this Association we assume this responsibility ; 
and in proportion to the ideas which we fix and the methods and modes that we propose' 
to beekeepers to follow, in that proportion the industry will rise and become useful, and 
we will be able to help our fellow men in securing or gathering from nature her stores. It 
is a well known and acknowledged fact that every man who can recover a dollar from 
nature adds not only to his own personal prosperity but adds to the common wealth of 
the people. The paper to my mind divides itself into three divisions, the past, the present 
and the future. When we look over the work this Association has done in the past, we 
miss, one after another, those who have brought this institution into existence, and who 
have left legacies in the way of methods and plans, and legislation, and who have initi
ated a great many meful things for the advancement of beekeeping in general. They are 
passing away, and it is becoming a fact very noticeable. In r< gard to the present, we 
must a«k ourselves what we can do, and the very best things we possibly can do to 
advance the industry of beekeeping in general. Take up the experience of the past, 
benefit by our failures in the past, and lay a good foundation for our institution. Young 
men are coming upon the scene ; there are quite a number here who have never been here 
before, and they come here with very little knowledge of what has been done. We can 
see that manifest in many propositions that are made, and it becomes us as an Association 
to look well to the present. In r< gard to the future, we should lay foundations that those 
who are coming up after us can build upon ; foundations that will be sure, that will help 
to raise this industry up to its place with other industries. There are many points 
brought out which it would be out of place for me to touch upon. I have very much 
pleasure indeed in introducing the discussion to the Association.

Mr. Evans : I agree with nearly all that Mr. Darling has said, especially as to the 
government of this Association, and the advisability of keeping the officers in who are 
good officers I have always preached that doctrine at home in municipal elections. I 
was rather out of harmony with him when he spoke of putting better honey in the market.
1 think we do satisfactory work there I am altogether at issue with Mr. Darling as to 
the advisability of having lecturers on the honey business, of having speakers go out to 
the Farmers’ Institutes. I do not think you will get many customers by it. The fact of 
having lectures delivered, or having beekeeping alluded to, at Farmers’ Institutes in par
ticular, where you meet a particular class of people who are going into it, is inviting 
competition. It is not selling at such enormous prices that we should encourage people 
to go into the business, and I think it would be injurious to have men speak at Farmers’ 
Institutes. If people will go into it all right, let them go, but we should not induce 
competition. 1 pay my dollar and am here. 1 do not know that I am bound in any way 
to help those fellows who won’t give a dollar in the interest of beekeepers. I think we 
who are engaged in the business, and making a profession of it, should keep strictly in 
view our own interest. It is the most patriotic thing we can do, to look after ourselves
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Mr. Darling : I think Mr. Evans misunderstood the sentence in the paper. It is 
my firm conviction that if we had intelligent men go out as lecturers there would be fewer 
men lose money in beekeeping ; there would be less competition among those who are 
already engaged in the industry. There are too many in it who do not put a good article 
on the market.
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After discussion it was decided that the Association take the Canadian Bee Journal 
again as a premium to members.
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By Hon. John Dryden, Minister of Agriculture for Ontario.

We have proven in this country that this is a land flowing with milk, and I think I 
read in somebody’s address that you proposed to make it also a land flowing with honey ; 
so that we will be able to say that this is a land flowing with milk and honey. Our
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now to such a

trv is admirably suited for the very best quality of honey ; and what 1 have felt all a ong, 
,L perhaps you understand better than 1 do, that all we needed as a sort of stimulus to

izzz?ztz!:c^;.:z£L ,-!•.» &« i
it is very much appreciated there, and 1 would expect in the near future that you ou d 
it is very mu H' raDidlv I think now is the chance, because more than

Canada appreciated in every respect in the 
nl, T„_J T remember years ago being in that country, and I used to be, to put it

ïmïriL^
York*and « a dinner table^ where a
number of crominent gentlemen were present, and we had been talking of Canada, one of
the Xtlernen mmed to me and said, “ By the by, I did not hear you say which of these
Gentlemen y ou voted for as president at last election.” You see after all our talk the man
8 , A ;A;„ mind to American institutions ; he referred not once to Canada, but to thereverted in h» mind to A«encan i>ubW^ faow ^ he had 8tudied the history

world 1 nu relv ntid “ But you forget that 1 am from Canada, and that our mrtrtu- 
&„. .rlirto ih." ,o.,. here." I .«fur. .= «y ttat to the fnt.ro you

studying how trade c« be increased between ^ Bttention is to mark them
“‘clnLda'" andyOanada will be preferred rather than America to-day. We understand

t‘-h“ arjsatsf-
I „«d no. teU you *b« *£ Zt‘‘,”^tf.”ho“Xld“”om^”.Cihave superior product^ You ™eet there the who e wor ^ ^ ^ which ia
expect to ^“‘^^“VtTt up in some attractive form, so that it will present to the eye 
SUP attraction as welf as to the taste when they open into the parcel. I think our peop e 
Hé wtTve mlde a mistake in this regard, and have not paid enough attention to 
Rritish^ peculiarities. So that they will know at once That is Canadian , I have h

, R , . oiruf jg w},at I want you to give me. The Englishman does not like
to™e deceived you cannot try any wooden-nutmeg business on him. It must be honest 
to be décédée» , y J product must be caieful that they do not impose upon
the Enelishman he won’t stand Lch of that. If he makes up his mind that American 
cheet i filled, and therefore inferior, he says, “ I do not want any more, and you will 

have to work à long time to get it out of his head. Everybody ought to unite their 
fiffnrta to this end 8 So far as f am personally concerned you all know I am your fnen » 

am prepared to render any assistance to any of these Associations we have in this 
a . „ nrnvided we woik along the line of progress and development and improvement 
coun ry> P often difficulty because some organizations say, “The country

Sf toi of .grlctom. The little bee me, be 

sWe“td a very small thing, and to some persons it is a very inferior thing, and does not 
deserve «much notice and attention as we give it. They say “ You give thu.and that 
Look at what you give to the bee-keepers ; it amounts to nothing. Look how you
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encouraging the poultry men ; what does that amount to V' But when you come to add 
up the product you find that there arc millions of dollars in it, and every time the little 
bee goes cut and settles on some flower, and brings the honey out of the flower and stores 
it for you, every bee that does that is adding to the wealth of this country. There is no 
doubt of it. A little drop of water is not much ; but the ocean is a great deal, and yet it 
is made up of drops. So it is. The wealth of our country is made up of these little indus
tries, some of them greater and some of them smaller. But as a Canadian I desire that 
all our industries should be encouraged, and that every man in this country should under
stand that he has a part to play in the working out of the great nationality we expect to 
see here in the future. And as you work with your bees at home, the thought I have to 
give you as you properly take care of them, as you look after what you call your own, is 
that you are but adding to the wealth and prosperity of our country.
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By R. H. Smith, St. Thomas.

If I understand aright what is meant by the management of comb honey, it includes 
the management of bees to produce a crop of comb honey in sections that will command 
the highest market price, and the care of the same until it is sold.

I would not advise the novice in bee culture to go very deeply into comb honey pro 
duction until he has hsd some experience with bees, especially if he has a market for 
extracted honey. He will find it a comparatively simple matter to give surplus room 
and to extract the honey at the close of the season. For the production of section honey 
it is necessary to know the nature of the pasturage within reach of the bees, and the pro 
bable length of the honey flow, so that no more sections will be given than are likely to 
be finished, or the result will be a lot of partly filled, almost unsaleable sections.

My plan of procedure is : First, to prepare during the winter all supplies that are 
likely to he needed for the coming season, such as hives, supers and sections, the latter 
to be filled with thin comb foundation made from the finest wax procurable. Next, in 
the spring, to set out the colonies wintered in the cellar and see that each has plenty of 
stores and a good laying queen with plenty of room to deposit egg. Then, during fruit 
bloom, those winterrd outside are unpacked and all queens reared during the previous 
season are clipped. More room is also given to those that are crowded ; some may require 
another story to keep down the swarming fever till we want them to swarm, or just 
before the clover honey harvest. When swarming commences, we usually hive the 
swarms on the returning plan, by removing the old colony to one side and placing the 
new hive on the old stand. This hive contains five frames with foundation starters two 
inches deep ; the rest of the hive is filled with dummies If the swarm is only an average 
one, we give a super tilled with sections next day ; or, in the case of two or more swarms 
going together, we give one or two supers at the time of hiving. If the honey flow 
should be good they will require close attention to see that they do not get crowded, or 
the result will be re-swarming and loss of time from the bees loafing.

As soon as the supers of sections are finished we remove them from the hive, first 
driving the bees out with the smoker, or by using the bee escape. The finished honey 
should be stored in a very warm room and it will improve in quality. The sections are 
then cleaned by scraping off all propolis, graded and put up in neat, white basswood 
shipping crates holding twelve or twenty-four sections, with a paper tray in the bottom 
to catch any honey that may leak, the sections resting on strips one-eighth inch thick. 
These crates are all marked with the grade, and gross and nett weight, then they are 
ready for mi.rket.

There are many phases of the subject that I might go into, such as size and width 
of sections, plain or no bee way sections, separators or no separators, style and size of 
hives and supers, etc., etc., but 1 think this paper is long enough. We use a 44x4Jxlg 
section with a perforated cleated separator that gives a plump section weighing fourteen 
to sixteen ounces that finds ready sale at good prices.
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MrMr. Spakling : I think Mr. smith's plan, bo far an he has outlined it, is much in 
accord with that of most comb honey producers He would recommend the novices to 
take extracted honey. Well, that is a question, whether it is advisable to tell the novices 
to take extracted honey. If he does there is great danger of his putting poor honey on the 
market. If he takes sections, the sections may not be perfection, but the honey stored 
in them will be as good as that produced by an expert. He advocates light foundation. 
I presume he moans what is known as extra thin. Well, I am not sure about that. To 
produce the best results, as far as a large profit is concerned, I think that medium weight 
foundation serves the bee keeper’s interest best. He talked about the bees swarming out. 
It is only, I find, at certain seasons that bees are inclined to swarm out—during very hot 
weather. I have obviated that in a great measure by, in very hot weather or very heavy 
swarming, where I have a couple of swarms together, putting an empty chamber below the 
brood chamber.
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bees areMr. Smith : I might say that I would not advocate extra thin foundation—I guess 

about twelve foot to the pound.

Mr. Newton : There is one point that came out in Mr. Darling’s paper that I 
thought was brought out yesterday and I think it well that we stand to the point we 
arrived at yesterday. Mr. Sparling said he thought the novices could produce the 
quality as well as the expert bee-keeper. That is just why I want to mention it. We 
said yesterday that so much of the honey this year when held to the light had a reddish 
cist in it, that it was carried from the brood nest, and if the novice docs not guard against 
such he will have that honey in his sections ; and that, I say, is not in it with the best of 
honey.
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Mr. Post : In reference to that thought of Mr. Sparling’s, I would say that novices

almott sure to starve their bees to death the first Mrin producing extracted honey are 
winter. It is very discouraging for them ; they have to buy over again. under tl

MrMr. Grmhell : Would they not be just as apt to starve if they were held in a con
tracted brood chamber for extracted honey 1 cluster i

MrMr. Holtermann The novice never does that.
Mr. Emigh : I would like to hear from the gentleman who had the comb honey at

ence.
MrLondon.i MrMr. J. H. Shaver, Oainsville : I take it on Mr. Pettit’s plan ; I do not want drones 

running over my honey, and I do not allow an old colony to do any capping if 1 can 
help it.
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Mr. Gf.' iell : Do you put sections in your old colonies at all ?
Mr. Shaver: I do.
Mr. Uemmbll : Because they are apt to use the old cappings 1 

Mr. Shaver : I do not know what they do, but they dirty it anyway.
Mr. Gemmbll : I thick it is pretty generally conceded that if the sections are capped 

old brood chamber and allowed to remain any time at all they will become dark.
Mr. Shaver : I use the Pettit way on all my ’ ives. There is one question I would 

like to ask you : When is the proper time to put the wedges under the hive 1 I have 
had a little argument with a few this summer and we do not agree.

Mr. Smith : Do the wedges make any difference in the way the sections are filled t
Mr. Shaver : I claim it helps to fill them. I have done far better with the wedges 

than without them.
Mr. Smith : If you had a small colony of bees in that hive would you get the outside 

sections filled just the same as if you had a large swarm 1
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MrMr. Shaver : I do not use small swarms.
Mr. Smith : If the super was not full of bees would they fill the outside 1 side of I 
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Mr Shaver ; I have had them fill the super before they touched the outside. I 
have had them start in the middle, but I have bad them start on the outside too. What 
I want to know is the proper time to put the wedges in.

Mr. Post : What race of bees do you produce that honey with 1
Mr. Shaver : As near as I can tell they are hybrids.
Mr. Post : Is the f undation stock Italian 1

Mr Shavrr : I do not think so. There were some neighbors of mine had better 
bees than mine, and mine have improved.

Mr. Holtermann : I might say, as far as those wedges are concerned, we tried in 
the same yard wedges and no wedges, atd we certainly think we got better comb honey 
and more evenly filled with the wedge*. It seems to me it would be reasonable. Of 
course, anything that will produce the same effect will answer, but by doing that the 
bees are compelled to go along the outer sides and fill the outer sections.

Mr. Gemmell: Last year I used the wedges, and this year I did not. Of course it 
depends a good deal on the honey flow. I think a perforated separator has more to do 
with getting the outsides filled than the wedges. There was one other point asked : when 
it was best to put the wedges under—that is before swarming or after swarming 1

Mr. Shaver : Any time. After swarming I put them under.
Mr. Holtermann : Mr. Pettit puts them in before.
Mr. Shaver : But does he put them in when he puts the super on 1

Mr. Holtermann : He puts them in a little after the super is put on so as to force 
the bees into the super. *

Mr. Alpauqh : I would like to ask any others who use the wedges if they examined 
under the hive to see whether the bees are not clustered on the bottom board ? _

Mr. Shaver : I have. If the wedges are put in at the right time they will not 
cluster around the bottom board.

Mr. Sparling : I have tried the wedges to a small extent, but I could see no difler-
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Mr. Armstrong : I would like to ask Mr. Shaver if he uses perforated separators.
Mr. Shaver : I used a few, but mine were not spaced right. I made them .myself, 

and I got the spaces too big.
Mr. Gemmell: I thought Mr. Poit's were a little large. He made his, and I 

thought if his were a trifle leas they would be better, just barely wide enough for the 
bees only to go thiough. With the use of wedges you get the outside sections better 
filled than withoht them 1
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Mr. Shaver : By all means.
Mr. Gemmell : That is opposed to my experience. I would sooner do away with 

the wedges than the follower, that is for getting the outside sections filled.
Mr. Post : That is my experience. In fact I never use wedges.
Mr. Sibbald : I never tried the wedges, but I block the hive up in front, and there 

is a space left then from the front to the back. The bees can get out near the front ; by 
the back they cannot, They store their honey up from the outside comb ; they do not h ave 
their honey down so near the light. Before that I had the outside combs pretty well 
filled with honey. Then, as to the followers, or the wedges, I have used them for a good 

I had to use them to fill up my super in the first place, and after just
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followed the separator with the wedge, and it gave a space at that side ; on the other 
side I had not one. The one near the space was the best filled. Now I have one of 
those at each side.

Mr. Gemmell : Mr. Alpaugh, as I understand him, does not want any space at the 
side of the super at all. Mr. Post prefers the space, and so do I, and you prefer the 
wedges to the space at the side 1

side
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MiMr. Shaver : 1 have not tried it enough to know. I have had good results from 
the wedges.

Mr. Smith : Have you found that the slatted separator has any advantage over the 
plain separator 1

Mr. Holtbrmann : You know as soon as you begin to make perforated dividers ; the 
expense is so great in boring those holes that it makes it an expensive contrivance.

Mr. Shaver • Why not punch the holes the same as in the chairs 1
Mr. Holtbrmann : Yes, but you would sell more seats for chairs than of the other. 

I have great doubt that either the slatted separator or the perforated separator has any 
advantage in the interior of the hive.

Question : When is the right time to remove outer cases from hives wintered out-

Mr. McEvoy : When the warm weather has come to stay.
Mr. Atkinson : When do you calculate that is 1
Mr. McEvoy : Well, with me, about the 20th of May ; I am in South Wentworth. 
Mr. Atkinson : Do you think it would hurt to leave them there till the 1st of

Mr. McEvoy : I do not think it would. I do not remove the cases, I just simply 
the packing and raise the case, because I want to shade them from the great heat
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Mr. I. Ovbrholt, S. Cayuga : 1 like to have my bees out of the packing by the 24th 
or 25th of May.

Mr. Shaver : Does not that depend a good deal on the season ?
Mr. McEvoy : Certainly, I said as a rule about that time.
Mr. Gbmmbll : Between the 20th of May and 1st of June. 1 have left them in till 

the 1st of June some seasons and some seasons taken them out earlier.
Mr. Armstrong : My experience is about the same as these other gentlemen 

have been saying. It depends a great deal on the weather ; I go a good deal by that. If 
it is a cold backward spring I do not take them out so early ; if it is a warm spring I 
get theril out a little earlier. I do not take them out till the colony is good and strong, 
and there is no danger of them getting the brood chamber cool—cooler than what it has 
been for weeks before that—but I am never in any great hurry I used to be. When I 
first got my hives I wanted them out pretty early, but now I have gone the other way 
and want to be a little late instead of too early.
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Of the two I would rather be a littleMr. McEvoy : I agree with Mr. Armstrong, 
late than a little early. Mr. Hoshal, what time do you take the packing out in the 
spring 1

M
village

M
Mr. Hoshal : When the bees get to strong they won’t stand it any more. It is 

aleng, usually, about 20th or 24th of May. Of course, the colonies 'ary
Mr. McEvoy : How many take the casts away altogether 1 If you unpack you 

either leave the case on or take it away altogether.
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Mr. Armstrong : I take it away altogether.
Mr Gbmmbll : I take them away altogether. I remember one season taking the 

king out and leaving the cases there, and l found it very unhandy to put on and take 
oil supers.

Mr McEvoy : I do not know as my experience would suit all cases, 
pretty favored locality, in a way. I am in a hollow, in an orchard, and in the summer 
wh' re it is suirounded by woods it is very hot, and in the hot days the bees sometimes 
cluster outside. They do better with the cases as a sort of shade. I dare say in many 

it would be better with the case out of the road.
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Mr. Holtkrmann : With us it is rather a matter of when the hive needs s1 an upper
story. When they need upper stories we find them inconvenient to have them in pack
ing, but until that time I never see any harm in leaving them in.s

Mr. McEvoy : How soon do most of you find that the colonies are ready for the top
storey 1

Mr. Newton : As regards Woodstock, Mr. Hall was taking off comb honey in the 
apple bloom. My bees were not doing that. I suppose his should have been off, accord
ing to what Mr. Holtermann has said. As far as I am concerned I am glad this has 
come out. We had a short discussion on it at our Oxford convention. In late years they 
are trying to get their bees out early in March, they will, probably, get them out in 
February soon and then, probably, they will not put them in at all. I used to take the 
packing off much earlier than I do now. We are leaving them on until nearer the 1st 
of June than the 1st of May as we used to do at one time. I think they do no harm there 
until they are so crowded that we have to give them room, as Mr. Holtermann said, but 
we want them out of the way then altogether ; we do not want to see them again until 
the next fall.

Mr. Post : We sometimes have a failure of honey entirely in Ontario in sections. 
If the packing protects them from the cold why will it not protect them from the heat 1 
And if we do not get a honey flow let them remain in packing all summer. My hives are 
permanent, that is the reason I state it in that way. I do not unpack at all.

Mr. Alpaugh : We generally get a little flow of some kind whether it be late or 
early in the section I am living in. We generally get an early flow. I want to give 
them room, anyway, so as to keep them together.

Mr. MoEvoy : It makes quite a difference to some of us in different locations. Mr. 
Post is down on the north-east part of Lake Ontario and it is colder, and it is just right 
in his case. With Mr. Alpaugh and me and others it is just the reverse ; we are a little 
better with the packing off.

Question : Which kind of packing is the best ?
Mr. Gkmmell : There is a diversity of opinion as to packing It would depend on 

what kind of packing case you have. If you have a packing case that won’t leak there is 
nothing better than sawdust. If you have a packing case that will leak I find nothing 
better than forest leavés or chaff. I might say I got the idea from Mr. McEvoy of using 
the leaves.
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Mr. McEvoy : I have tried sawdust and chaff, but I like the leaves the best of any-»8

I thing.
‘7 Mr. Shaver : Are not soft maple leaves bad for smashing up fine if you get them 

perfectly dry 1
Mr. McEvoy : I packed with some of them, but mostly the hard maple. In 

village you can rake them up in great heaps.
Mr, Atkinson : I would like to ask Mr. Shaver what difference it makes if they do

le ourhe

is break 1
Mr. Shaver : The gentlemen here always recommend leaves, and I followed their 

example They break up so fine and are so dirty and nasty. I to^k clean wheat chaff 
and ran it through the cutting box, and it is not so dirty with me.

Air. Gkmmell : T have never found any objection to their breaking up, and I 
found them break as fine as you speak of in one season.

Mr. Shaver : I had a lumber wagon, and, not knowing any difference, we trod them 
in, and I thought maybe we spoiled them.

Mr Newton : I have had considerable experience along the line of different pack
ings, and would recommend by all means the leaves. 1 have tried sawdust and shavings, 
and also the waste from the flax mill, but I think leaves are ahead of them all. I 
remember the flax mill man asked me why I did not go to the mill and get flax seed and I 
said I did not want them, I would rather have leaves,
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Mr. Atkinson : I do not agree with those other fellows. With regard to leaves, I 
have had experience with them, and I have had experience with chaff, and I have had 
some experience with old rags, and several other things, and I tell you the worst luck I 
ever had was with leaves. I packed my bees the first year with haves, and .just had a 
cloth on top, and I packed them with chaff and had a cloth on top. They wintered far 
better with the chaff than with the leaves. The next winter I tried it a little different 
with leaves ; I left the top on the hive instead of the cloth, and they came through all 
right. I would just as soon have the leaves fine as coarse as long as they are perfectly 
dry. " if the packing is thoroughly dry I don’t think it makes- such a great difference, 
providing the tops are on.

Mr. McEvoy : When I put the packing on of leaves I press it down pretty firmly, 
and leaves, four or five inches between, and then put more leaves on, and then the top.

Mr. Alpaugh : I would like to ask Mr. Atkinson if he renewed his top quilt with
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a fresh one ?
Mr. Atkinson : Yes.
Mr. Alpaugh : That is where you made your mistake.
President : Do you put on your packing loose or do you put it into a sack 1
Mr. Atkinson : I put it on loose, under and above and on the sides.
President : I think it was in the yard of the late Mr. Gardiner, the packing he bad 

was sacking, similar to common salt bags, filled with forest leaves, and he claimed these 
to be good for years without getting broken up. Then he set his hive cover on top of 
these and held them down in place. I think it would be a much cleaner way than to 
have them "put on loose.

Mr Alpaugh : I would like to ask Mr. Atkinson another question. Yon say you 
just renewed the propolis quilt with a fresh clean cover, and you just put the leaves on 
top of that loosely. You didn't pack them down 1

Mr. Atkinson : 1 put the covers on top of the leaves again.
Mr. Gkmmbll : How many inches had you on top 1
Mr. Atkinson : Four or five inches.
Mr. Gemmell : That wasn’t half enough.
Mr. Armstrong : How much packing dr you use 1
Mr. Alpaugh : You really do not need much more on the top than on the sides 

Anywhere from three to four inches ; you must weight it down to that many inches until 
it is fairly solid, with some kind of boards. Of course you can put in a foot of loose 
leaves ; if you leave it in that state I do not consider it would be good packing.

Mr. Armstrong : Has any one used packing right over the covers without removing 
the covers at all 1

Mr. Alpaugh : Do you use a cloth underneath your cover 1
Mr. Armstrong : No ; I do not put on any cover at all.
Mr. Alpaugh : It is all right to leave the cover there if you put a little of something 

underneath.
Mr Armstrong : I have tried it both ways. I have tried removing it the same as 

that photograph, and used the same case, and am using the same case now. I also tried 
leaving the cover on just as it was through the season after the honey flow was over, and 
I found that they wintered just as successfully with that wooden cover with the packing 
over the top.

Mr. Gemmell : How big is the entrance 1
Mr. Armstrong : My entrance is about five inches by | inch.
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when I went to California I had noMr. Gemmell : Some three or four years ago .... M
time to loosen the covers, I simply lifted the hive into the outside 
intention was to go around and loosen the covers. With some I did it, and with others

4
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I I did not do it at all, and I must say I could see no difference • in the hives as far as that 
was concerned Those with the solid covers were no worse than those that had the covers 
pried loose. The entrance would be four or five inches, some of them a little more. This 
winter two-thirds of my bees have no quilts on them at all, just the ordinary wooden 
cover. Whether I shall loosen some of them or leave all that way or not I have not made 
up my mind.

Mr Atkinson : How much packing do you use on the top ?
Mr. Gkmmkll : A good foot, that is on top of the hive proper. I press it down 

pretty well with my hands.
Mr. Atkinson : You think they winter better with a foot than five or six inches 1
Mr. Gemmell : I think so.
Mr. Darling : I winter inside, and I have been in the habit of taking my propolis 

sheets off and putting in sawdust. Last year my bees were late getting in, and a great 
many went in with the propolis sheets on and the cushion over that. It has been many 
years since I had the bees come out better than they did last spring.

Mr. Smith : I would just like to ask you if you winter in the cellar, and what was the 
thermometer 1

Mr Darling : I try to keep it at forty-five degrees. It is just in a solid clay bank 
about six feet deep, and so warm that it is only necessary to put on a little sawdust.

Mr. Smith : Under those conditions they would winter all right, but if you had 
a lower temperature you would find it just the opposite.

Question : Which bees are the most subject to spring dwindling ; the bees wintered 
in the cellar or those wintered outdoors 1

Mr. Emigh : I do not winter outdoors, so I do not know anything about how much 
they dwindle when they are wintered outdoors, but if they are wintered properly in the 
cellar, and taken out at the proper time, I have never had great trouble in spring dwind
ling. I do not think any person can winter outdoors with very much less spring dwindling 
than I have had by wintering inside.

Mr. Pickett : I have wintered two seasons out of doors, but it is practically indoor 
wintering. I have been packing them with sawdust. For my own part I would hold 
up my hand for indoor wintering. As for dwindling, I see but little difference if neces
sary care is taken.

Mr. Atkinson : How soon do you take them out 1
Mr. Rickrtt : As soon as we feel confident we are going to have warm weather. 

If I get them all out in April I do very well.
Mr. Smith : I think in the future we will put more out in March. The last two 

seasons I have put them out on the 8th of March. As far as 1 can see I think I shall 
winter more in the cellar. We have a good deep cellar, with high temperature. Some 
say 46°, but I would say from 45° to 60°, because I notice those on the top always come 
out in the best condition. 1 always raise them about eighteen inches from the floor, and 
the cellar is perfectly dry.

Mr. Pickett : My experience has been much the same as his. The top rows always 
winter best.

Mr. Sibbald : I recommended putting them out in March in my paper. If they 
are contracted, if they fill the hive, it does not matter whether they are put out in March 
or not ; it they occupy ten frames, half of it empty^space whore cold and frost can get in, 
they will spring dwindle.
m’ViMr. Holtermann : There is much diversity of opinion through the' country as to 
spring dwindling. In five cases out of a hundred there is spring dwindling as a result of 
the season Where‘you have these catchy springs, jlthe sun cornea out warm, and the 
bees get out, and then cold weather’comes and sprit g^dwindling is the result. But gen-
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erally it is the result of ptior wintering. If you have a good cellar, that you can keep an 
even temperature, and I must confess I do not like one between 45° and 50°, I would 
sooner have it between 42° and 45°. If you can do that I believe you will not have 
much trouble with dwindling ; but if you are wintering so that the bees are getting rest
less put your bees out early, because the longer you leave them there the more restless 
they will become. I wintered my bees last year—a good many of them—according to 
the Alpaugh plan. I like it, and 1 believe you can gf t every condition inside or out, and 
you want to select what is best for yourself. Unless you have a good cellar, and any 
temperature you like, I would say winter outride and you will have less danger of spring 
dwindling.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS.

Moved by Mr. McEvor, seconded by Mr. Sibbald, that Mr. Evans aid Mr. Heise 
be the revising committee. Carried.

Moved by Mr. Holtkrmann, seconded by Mr. Armstrong, “ That the executive of 
the Ontario Bee-Keepers’ Association make out a list of men they think suitable to lec
ture at Farmers’ Institutes, and forward it to the Superintendent of Farmers’ Institutes, 
the Association feeling that it is desirable to have a number of speakers.” Carried.

Moved by Mr. Darling, seconded by Mr. Ovrrholt, • That in case the executive 
committee deem it advisable to make an exhibit in England and Paris, that the matter 
be arranged by correspondence with the board of directors.” Carried.

After the usual votes of thanks the meeting adjourned.
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